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Buys Garage iFloersheim Well

Our New Press

sensation was
Next week we expect to print F. H, Walther has, purchased
sprung on Roy by the School the SA. in
Quarto size thetoage Üüsme'at Wagon
Board this week when it announ- on the new press. We might Mound. and lie and his wife left
ced that their "Budget' for the have done so this week But 'wem Mohaa? to take" charage of it
coming school year, had been. cut riot, Sure we oould without tali WVcegretvthtf néfieBsity for this;
$1,190. 00 by the. County ..Super- i jig. chances on not being ready. young couple, leaving Roy and
intendent and th&t this i would Thisis a better press than we congratule 'Wagon Mound in
cut off the ?Musie r Teacher and expected it to be and -- is -- easily having :se.cured them, Mr, Waltlí- the extra. .w.hicjj, wplanneck to qetter tnan any we ever owned.: :er is an expert at all kinds of
take care eff the ' lower grades,
TJiis will enable us to take Automobile, work and will, put
cut out the only efficient' JanttófKíirof our circulation, ..JuntiU it in a full line of repairs and
v
i f'Tírl
.i
we ever nao anai uireaten
have a good
an. e rfeafc-be5,000 and maybe --then supplie9i-Heshoul- d
months term,
we$in,get a new press, The hnsinpss an the main "flñminó
keep abreast of. the Real" of ?he state and the Nat-Just What justification there it
for it has noi.been stated. A town: lonai nlgnway wnere mousanas
of autos 'pass. daily, His fnens
few year3Jag'fl,tJre would have
Lukasz Zablocki. one of our in Roy all wish him abundant
been no dobabpHti' shortage
just beforeejejCtipn but,..that is ijiost successful Polish home success,
'.
impossible now, ,
steaders and a man of whom any
.
It is hard to believe, that the conimimity may be proud to call Plana for,ti Old Sittlgr'i Picgold hig home nic at Pleasant View include tjfe
Cpunty( Superintendent would hint "Citizen" has
thus make, 'the lat a$t of his ad- itead 9 miles north Sf town to probable pre&anc on thd occasministration á Blow at , the pest iVaelaw Zalewski, of Chicago, a ion of Governor MDopal4 or.
Senator Barth or mayb bath,
Pbjic 'Ócfiool in Mora County neighbor to the Nalepinski's.
Mr, Zalowski has purchased Rev, Russel promises to b presand try .to'jm it back in a 'class
with others that .have ctnvied us his stock as well and will remain en on that occasion if possible
and anid there iUttlo; doubt but what
our Schools, There jnuit be a here and farm while Lukasz
'
reason' and oik that CSn bi over- 'family except Tommy; jwill re W wl havá th3'bat program
come! Therii Ha pver been turn1 to their old homo in Wis ever presented on a rJIar oc
taxation consin, They left Tuesday,
even a protpt
casion
J. r ;
enga
M
Zalowski
for' the eshooli hsrá sd dozens
'
of familieksvas their plan ed in the Real Estate Business '
thrxuest
Mrs IvA, Roy-wto cortil & Boj, tl's Vint$r ' that in Chicago, , Í
ofiítfi-lreáfejWednesday
s.
'rr;;I:r.vp
their C:
vlxStina arid
Mrs. Conley and two children They t;ént'th-To cut
i,
out he xzz::2tyi? getting It eo of Oklahoma City! arrived in
for a v,isit at
wen es::13 ntfti&x oft
tTha1Iorse Bujjeri who were
í
the
1U U w the Attorney Is B? Lusk
Í3CTTÍÍ
chita
Wdntdiy buying hordes
pupils ir.tnr:) r::.n), wJtr44th Joe ji!strap homes.r Shi. iaM'ai hfffi
!J ntmakemány
family,-"xelaiive
i ' for fteáfay
of
Ql
these
a
gmdc3
tlcxV
ncíi::z
purcb
,Mhr wen too parr
erizr;3 zznzt t. 3 iNctiva childticular anS tf,;;? prisas we? not
ren whi c:rc :;j D jsr cent of The wrestling Match atSpri
&n4 attractive,!'
Tuesday night're'súltcá
er
,
these
.f
TheC::?.C0 picsa uiU.tstód other vietóryí for Hpkuf, "The
Albert Tison, of Wgon
Science
property,
this
wUl be as Eampion. We failed to get Moufi, b racst
cls23 well k!) cut cut
s
1
maV
of the match but wei of his aunts, U'rcca Crahch
friends
on and Martins?, mi
Ithere wero no takers fcr
bsprouo ,'.
3
Hokuf,.v JIa is fitrenatdth. . the
Tk3 Schtói Es:rd will
A profound

1
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Tht Floersheim Co, had

;
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der Bros, pull in their well drill
to a point on their property lo
cated by Tt E, Mitchell as the.
placefora well, They 'drilled
down 100 feet Wednesday and
Thursday morning struck a good
'
flow of water at a depth of 115
feet. The test produced three
or four gallons per minute but
the well was drilled on to make
á basin nd through more water
bearing-íráta-

,

;

'The water h of fine quality
ánd in quanity-sufficient
to sup
--
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with fire
and water for all theusea
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required,
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It is great good luck that they

found water so near the surface,
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At a depth of

150

feet

test delivered

slush-buck- et

gallons per minute and could
not ' lower the level.
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Judge Foster's temporary office
on the East Side has been christened by common consent "The
Court Hcse" It is large enough
to aciimrtta
the morbid
rowd (hittlways seems to en
joy'trbla and.lSwsuits, and wiU
place.'-'fobe a
the U. S,
Commit! war's ..business, which
is mort iicntia.li It will also be
ásekded place for wedding
Which i th Judges . long suit.
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Peare,
mourn th loss of their little son
who died Saturday aged two and

a half yesrn The little one haa
been an invalid 11 his short life
and waaf'endeared to the parents
by reason of his sufferings and
helplessn.eisl; The funeral was
Inter-- ,
from the; home Sunday,
ment at Roy cemetery,

mitry

the
,MrsT- Fred Stronu-sendui a have: tfcsto'
O, W, Hearn will preach at
install-insittnotato from her rcrden this Picture Ehowhcre and are
economical BudgeV.PFeo; '.Jt
the Palouse School house on the
will be timaiG?
xrusa heuse will be located across tne jaftembón of the third Sunday of
egg&nQ-rlPPKuse
iwith
hand
a
to
school
take
.the
F. ithi3m0nth i
whether where l:ts,more of .thm grew RfTOa East of the I, O,
the Directóts:
til (D. V.)
on Hall en a vacant lot and in' &é L,f'i
quality
jsñz
cant
othe
will
boitoleratcd.
this condition
building recently moved nere
In the lácMiiglIjíj; ísihope, '.
f rosjf the jester, uuuujnihF j Orrinlanchard, Tekgraph
are nbtliumiliated in thñ matter
KrtlidrWílífnjlyJnclud- - this Insures greater Eaetyf , and operator at the Roy Depot has
;
of our.SchmlSt th ibiggest in
;
ttíi abstnee of noise from the en been taken to Pastura, N. IL
. (l.
terest in- Roy,
, Mfc?es
their nfam'Uiei.ajniCli!,
gine. They may show, sproay s ant'there temporarily. Mr,
,vrt Af this weeki)uLvnrVtart ;F CMéntzíéKlof Tucumcari, 13
B. T. CifroliollMlTiP21! Neal f i llfchisan .isndClint'
tn supplying here m his place but
iand wife, Wént to Reíl Tuesday pi, flext
hoa jy$V: in town tóis week Neal
yl
Dawson Monday
looking up a location for a Barb- River Picnic'kinlasf-Sundalatest, The engine dynamo and 'was efei-tail f .íie w to táké theJplace of the per
They'Kübrt afine time and projecting machine
ed Shop
dinner but few fish and showed and1 they will have abetter show latór thH'WBtf "was sick. Mr,
hejre because C he.. JbtrU
U
ts éome of the thin ever.
Henn, vw,as tht wnoie torce
S.eH. Jenkins .would, If lye heféí their éásí é
here' for. a.vfew days, Royseema
e,iry tmsi. sights we go "Down to the
has tjjúhe.
to enjoy,
Miss Taylor, of Raton, was to be able tótndle more busi
nes in mind and will read the Mountains"
end ness than any station and still
a guest at the home of Mr,
S. A.' for the next few months
The Roy Union S. S. had an Mrs. Claude Wensell this week. help out when any others fall
to keep in touch with Roy's
f ance of 92 last Sunday, She returned home Wednesday, down,
.
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THE SPANISH AMERICAN.
at Detroit, Mich., and after shooting

JEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS

one of the clerks escaped with bags
said to contain $35,000.
Chas. E. Hughes will speak in Den
ver Aug. 26, and then spend a week
In Estes park.

WASHINGTON

SPORTING NEWS

Standing of Western Leagrt Club.
,

;.

.....

61
67
49
48
46
45
45
40

35
41
49
51

52
53
54
66

.635
.582
.600
.485
.469
.459
.455
.417

The Senate passed District of CoCAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
lumbia appropriation bill carrying
Manager Oakes of the Denver Bears
WIRES ROUND ABOUT '
$13,000,000.
announced
that he had signed Ray
THE WORLD.
Tho conference report, already ap Andrews, Denver pitching star, on a
proved by the Senate, on the agrlcul conditional agreement.
tural appropriation bill carrying ap
At Kalamazoo, Mich., Bill Dale,
DURING THE PAST WEEK proximately $33,000,000 was adopted handled by Walter Cox, won the Bur
by the House.
dick hotel purse of $2,000 for 2:09
The administration warned federa pacers, in etraight
heats.
officeholders to keep out of politics
RECORD OF IMPORTANT IVENT8 during the present campaign, in view
The Great Western meeting closed
of the statute which makes it a crime at Peoria, 111., with Peter Pointer cap
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
for presidential appointees to engage turing first place in the 2:13 pace
PEOPLE.
after making a poor showing in the
actively in political work.
by landing fifth and
An inquiry probably will be made first two heats
ww
respectively.
places
Brvc.
tvitrn Newiptper Union
in the Senate as to why the Senate's sixth
ABOUT THE WAR
By far the largest entry list ever
resolution designed to aid Sir Roger
Violent battle raging along Stofc Casement was not presented to the obtained for a hill climbing competí
hod between Russians and Austrians. British foreign office until after Sir tion in this country or abroad has
Renewed activity at Verdun marked Roger had been hanged.
been received for the contests to be
by Important French successes, de
run
over the wonderful mountain road
Acting Secretary Polk announced
clares Paris.
that the treaty by which the United on Pikes peak for the Penrose trophy
Rus
Turks report serious check for
States is to purchase the Danish West flftd $7,000 in cash prizes, Aug. 10, 11
sians in Armenia, claiming the enemy Indies from Denmark for. $25,000,000 and 12.
battle.
lost 3,000 killed in five-dawas signed at New York by Secretary GENERAL
in Lansing and Minister
ordered
troops
have been
Fresh
Constantin
Union men are reported trying to
the pursuit of Villa, Gen. Jacinto Tre-- Brun.
force 1,700 railroads Into receiver's
vino announced at Chihuahua City.
The postoffices at Golden and Las hands, by rejecting arbitration.
German troops are reported operat
now have receipts
Colo.,
Fully sixty lives were lost in a flood
Animas,
ing In support of the Austro-Huplaces
to free city that swept down the narrow valley
garians in the Carpathian mountains which entitle those
Big Barren creek
The Dutch steamer Zeeland was mail delivery, In the opinion of Rep through which flows
county, Tenn.
sunk by a German submarine. The resentative Keating, and he will take in Claiborne
1,000 children now have
More
than
crew was landed safely at South the matter up with Postmaster Gen
by
killed
been
the epidemic of infan
Lloyds reports five other eral Burleson.
Shields.
paralysis
and nearly 5,000 have
tile
vessels sunk.
The Senate confirmed unanimously been stricken by the disease.
An important success Is reported
the nominations of Charles E. Lob- Mrs. Frances Lane, stepmother of
for the German Eastern army near dell, Great Bend, Kan.; George W.
Franklin Lane, secretary of the in
Kovel, where the Russians have been Norria; Philadelphia; S. A.
Smith, terlor, died at Santa Barbara, Cal, at
driven back several hundred yards Sioux City, Iowa, and Herbert Quick,
the advanced age of 80. She confrom tta village of Rudka-MlryBerkeley Springs, W. Va., as mem
y

n

skala.

Continued successes for the Italian
trms are reported from Rome in an
official statement which declares that
the Austrians have been forced to
withdraw from fortified positions in
f
the Adige valley and in Istria.

The Italian mail steamer Letimbro
sunk by a submarine and twen
survivors have arrived at
Malta, says a Reuter dispatch from
that place. Two boatloads of sur
vivors also have arrived at Syracuse.
Total losses of the allied armies
since the present offensive began on
the river Somme estimated by Berlin
at 350,000 men. Paris estimates the
average German losses at one division
daily since the drive was Inaugurated.
Official statements from both the
allied and the German capitals refer
to furious aerial fighting being done
by both sides. The French reports
says that a German aeroplane apparently of a new type was brought
down in the Somme sector.
Verdun again has become the center of the principal fighting now in
progress on the various war fronts.
After two days of most violent struggle the French have retaken the important Thiaumont work, while the
Germans have achieved an entry into
;
the village of Fleury,
v as

.

ty-eig-

WESTERN

.

Four days of the recent extreme
heat caused nearly 1,000 deaths in
Chicago.
Mrs. John Sadlinger, youngest
daughter of John Brown of Harpers
Ferry, . died at Campbell, San Jose,
Cal.-

;'

All grades

of Pennsylvania crude
with the exception of Ragland,
were reduced 10 cents a barrel at
Pittsburgh, and Ragland was reduced
5 cents.
Charles H. Moyer for president and
Ernest Mills for secretary-treasurehave been
for two years
by a referendum vote of the Western
Federation of Miners.
Three auto bandits entered the
plant of an adding machine company
oil,

,

r,

.

bers of the new farm loan board.
President Wilson came out firmly
against the federal amendment for
woman suffrage.
After considering
the announcement of Mr.' Hughes in
favor of the amendment, the President directed Secretary Tumulty to
Inform the newspapermen that he had
not changed his position on suffrage
and believed women should be enfranchised by the states and not by
an amendment to the. federal constitution.

FOREIGN
The Serbian government has decid
Serbian parliament.
: British casualties reported in July
in all the war are as totaled 7,084 officers and 52,591 men.
Fire destroyed the Winnipeg Paint
buildand Glass Company's
ing with a loss of $300,000.
Pedro Soils, a Villlsta leader cap
tured recently by Carranza troops,
was put to death in the Chihuahua
penitentiary.
A cure for eruptice typhus, the dis
ease which made such terrible ravages in Serbia, has been discovered
by Drs. Nicolle and Blalsot of Paris.
According to a Berlin official tele
gram received in Amsterdam, the
German food regulation board has
abolished the prohibition on the use
of potatoes as fodder.
Judges of the District Courts
throughout the Mexican republic have
been named. Courts in the federal
districts were opened and others will
be opened as soon as possible.
In a: new note, Gen. Carranza still
Insists that the first thing to be de
cided by the United States and Mexico commission in conferences is the
withdrawal of the American troops
from .Mexico.
At London, Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain, widow of the late British statesman and the Rev. William Hartley
Carnegie, rector of St. Margaret's and
canon of Westminster, were married
at Westminster Abbey.
ed to convoke the

six-stor- y

.

plentiful.

Won. Lost. Pot

Clubs
Omaha
Uneoln
De8 Moines
Sioux City
Topeka
Denver

Wichita
St. Joseph

n

caution is the most

Morning-afte- r

T

SORE HAND3

RED, ROUGH,
May Be Soothed

of Cutloura.

and Healed by Us
Trial Free.

Nothing so soothing and healing for
red, rough and Irritated hands as Cuti.
cura Soap and Cuticura Ointment.
Soak hands on retiring in hot Cuticura
soapsuds. Dry, and gently anoint hands
with Cuticura Ointment A one-nigtreatment works wonders.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adr.
ht

Costly.
"I hope you'll make a good Jub of
this portrait," remarked the multimillionaire. "Remember, It's costing me
In the neighborhood of ten thousand

dollars."
. "I beg pardon," said the artist. "My
price Is only a thousand dollars."
"Yes, yes, I know that. But think of
all the valuable time I have to spend
posing for you."
Somewhat Different.

The circus was in town, and on a
prominent corner Bunko Pete was trying to Initiate an old farmer Into the
game.
mysteries of the three-she"Here, you !' exclaimed a policeman
who happened along just then; "don't
you know it's against the law to op
erate a game of chance on the public
thoroughfare?"
"Dat's all right, partner," replied
Bunko Tete. "Our friend here ain't
got no chance.". ,
ll

Too Weak.

"What did the manager go and fine
Red Casey for?"
"For talking back to the umpire."
Why, all Red
"Gee Whillikens!
ducted a small dairy.
done was to call him a thief and a
With her crew lined up on deck liar, and tell him to go and get his
cheering for America and its people, eyes examined. That ain't nuthln'. to
the German submarine Deutschland fine a man for !"
passed out to sea at Norfolk, Va.
"It ain't, hey? Well, the manager
a guy that can't pull no better
said
employés
The
of the New York
stuff
than that had, better keep his
Railways Company voted Friday night
shut." Minneapolis Journal.
mouth
to strike, and a strike on all the company's lines was therefore ordered.
A
whale was killed in an
inlet at Rockaway Beach, N. J. It had
gone into the inlet at high tide and
,
when the tide went down was unable
to get out.
,

65-fo-

ot

Plans for the reorganization and
perpetuation of the Progressive party
as a national political organization
were adopted at a conference of Bull
Moose representatives at Indianapolis.
President Wilson will go to north
ern Wisconsin Incognito and spend at
least two weeks in the heart of Wis
consin forests seeking rest and recreation previous to starting his campaign for
Margaret Ryan, a Canadian work
ing girl, was declared by Judge K. M.
Landls of the United States District
Court at Chicago, to be the mother
war baby, claimed also
of. a year-oln.

d

by Mrs. Anna Dollie Ledgerwood Matters, and given the custody of the
,
Infant.
x
The growth of the Knights of Col
umbus was revealed at Davenport, la.,
n the annual report of James Fla
herty, supreme knight, of Philadel
phia, and W. J. McGinley, supreme
secretary, New Haven, Conn.. The
total membership is 386,135, a gain of
141,846 in seven years. The organiza
tion has $123,862,842 insurance In
force, a gain of $46,410,842 In the
same period.
:.
Hughes
Charles E.
declared for a
woman suffrage amendment to the
constitution in a telegram sent George
Sutherland of Utah.
Estimates of the number of dead in
the bush fires in northern Ontario
tie put at 400 by refugees arriving
rom the various localities in the fir
swept zone.
,

As the acorn grows to
be the mighty oak, so children when rightly nourished, grow to be sturdy
men and women.
Good flavor and the essential nourishing elements
for mental and physical development of children are
found in the famous food

Grape-Nut- s
Made of whole wheat and
malted barley, this pure food
supplies all the nutriment of
the grains in a most easily digested form..
It does the heart good to see
little folks enjoy Grape-Nu- ts
and cream.

's a Kcason
i

Sold by Grocers.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

Proxies for delegates to the
Methodist Episcopal Church
Directory
be
not
will
County
Convention
Church
Registered August 27, 1812,
recognized except when held by
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
persons who are residents of the
P. M
EDITOR AND, PUBLISHER
precinct from which the delegate Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M. 1 Roy, 1st sunday at 7.30
3rd Sunday at 11. A.&7.30 P.M
elect was chosen.
Your
Christian Church.
at
2 Mills. 1st & 4th Sundays, 11 AM.
Subscription $1.50 Per Year
By order of the County Demo- presence is necessary.
2d Sunday, 7.80 PM.
matter at the cratic Central Committee.
Entered as second-clas- s
Supt,
Rev. G.B. Hall,
3 Liberty, 2d Sunday, 4th 7.30PM.

The Spanish American
--

s

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

ALFONSO A. ROMERO,

Chairman.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Secretary
Mora, New Mexico,
August, 4th 1916.

Democratic Primary
The Democrats of Roy, and all
citizens who desire better political conditions in Mora county
will meet in a Primary Caucus,
at the Í.O.O.F. Hall in Roy, N.
M. at 2 o'clock Wednesday after
noon, August 16, for the purpose of selecting 5 delegates to
the Mora County Democratic
Convention at Mora August 22nd
where delegates to the Demo
cratic State Convention will be
chosen.
Your duty as a citizen requires
your presence at this Primary.
J. FLOERSHEIM,
Pet. Chairman.

V.

National Ticket
For President
W00DR0W WILSON
For Vice

President-THOM- AS

R. MARSHALL

Call for County

R. LOPEZ,

Democratic Convention

Secretary.

Y. P. S. C.

Pastors residence near Solano la

E,

connected by telephone with the Roy

Miss Lillian Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

al

.

--

of

iri-mar-

;

noted several things that ought
to be held up to the light in that
glimpse we had of it that will be
more appropriately noticed as
the time for Election draws

age somehow to see this Delin
quent Tax List, and see if your
name is on it See what it costs
to advertise a few cents that
you did'nt know you owned, and
you might compare ic with the
same Lists in other counties.
We have done all this ,and got
our lesson. You can. get yours
the same way and you wiL heed
it more than our telling you.
v

James H. Paxton, former dem
ocratic state chairman and presi
dent of the board of regents of
the State College of Agriculture
was fatally , injured and Mrs.
Paxton was killed outright in an
automobile accident at Burke-tow- n
Hill, Va. last Sunday.
Mrs. Paxtons neck was broken.

SCHEDULE OP
SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
)

!
;

i

Rev. Fr.

Ant. Cellier.

First Sunday,
.Priest in charge, Bradley School, First and
!

.

BAPTIST
Second Sunday in each month.
Service 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.

.Third Sundays,
Second Sunday,

CHRISTIAN

au
PM.

11.00 AM.
7.00 PMv

receive a cordial
at any or all of
these services.
Jesse L Meredith, Pastor.

Professional Cards

ROY
Services first Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m.

R oy

7.30

Srt4twill

Rev. R. A. Price, Pastor.

J.B.LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
.

NEW MEXICO

ROY

Gar ag e

and LIVERY

It would seem that the people
they suffer, need their warning
at a time when for a brief moment they have a chance to vote
effectively against it. And even
then they shirk their duty be
hind the old excuse "What's
the use of voting ? You have no
assurance it will be county fairly". Anyway, you should man-

i

I

CATHOLIC
Solano, Second aud fourth,
o.uu riu.
Sundays,
the
month
Mass once each
at
PM
7.30,
Sunday,
Third
Catholic Church. Dates announcMosquero,
Second and Fourth,
ed in advance.
nw
Sundays,

nearer
who are so slow to take a hand
in the righting the abuses which

!

.

4th Sunday of each month at
A County Democratic Convencalls
frequet
our
for
We
have
11.00 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
tion, is hereby called, to be held
Delinquent Tax List
copy
of
the
in the CourtHouse, at the town
PLEASANT VIEW
as published by the County Offof Mora, New Mexico, on TuesFirst Sunday each Month at 3,
The fact is that we have
day the 22nd, day of August icers.
not recieved a copy of the Offi p.m. Second Sunday at 3, ' p.m.
forethe
in
10
o'clock
1916, at
cial County Paper since this List
MILLS
noon of said day for the purpose
has been in Publication and 3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m.
of selecting eleven 11 delegajes
could only borrow one ,to see if
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.
to represent the county of Mora,
our name appeared on it. We
in the State Democratic Convention which is to meet in the Hall
o: the House of Represenativas
in the Capitol Building, at the
City of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on the 30th. day of August, 1916
at two o'clock in the afternoon
of said day, for the purpose of
nominating candidates for presi-dentElectors and Congressional, Judical and State officers.
Each precinct in the County
is entitled to five 5 delegates
in said County Convention.
And-th- e
precinct Committees
in each precinct, are hereby noti
fied and requested to issue a
call for a primary in their respec
tive precincts and to fix the
time and place for' holding such
primary, giving ample notice
thereof throughout their précin-ct.such time and place of
holding such primary, which notice shall be at least five days
y
to the date of such precinct
and not less than, three
days prior to the date of holding
the county delegate convention;
and the precinct committees are
requested to invite all electors
to take part in such primaries
who may wish to do so regardless of past party affiliations and
who wish to support the princi-nle- s
of the Democratic party and
the candidates to be nominated
by the said State Democratic
Convention.

absence
leáve mess aces with H. M. Henson
Secretary of the Roy officaJ Board
wno will see that it reaches him.
Rev. S. L FORD, Ptor.

In case of pastors

office.

H, M. Henson, President

F. S BrOWn, Proprietor
Agency for

FORD
Automobues-:.-

.

and AVERY TRACTORS
High-ClaLIVERY Service
By Expert Mechanics
STATION
R epLir W OriC
ss

GASOLING

Cars Housed and Cared for
IF

j
1111

US

Asiago, and continof the enemy on
to the north, and
the south.
And everywhere the Austrians were
found in full retreat, or offering only a
,
weak resistance.
The enemy has set fire to the little
H
villages and hamlets, and Is
mountain
Count Cadorna's Victory' Is Befalling back upon the Immediate deing Compared to Battle
fenses of Itovereto. Thus the first fugitives of the defeated army are reof Marne.
turning to this town, whence they had
set out 40 days ago on their "punitive expedition," with the punishment
FOUGHT FOR FORTY DAYS turning against themselves.
vnlley,
ued the pursuit
Monte Longarn,
Monte Cenglo, to
ed

CHECK

HERO OF POZIERES

COMFORT li

DOLE

VALUE OF SYSTEM IS BEGINNING
TO BE APPRECIATED.

AUSTRIAN DRIVE

Well to Get Rid of Useless Trlflei
That Take Up Space and Mako
Work Put Alarm Clock
to Use.

i;.

(By NELLIE MAXWELL, Department of
Farmers' Institutes of the University of
Wisconsin.)

Have you gone through your home,
putting away many pieces of
too choice with associations to
give away, perfectly useless, incongruous things, taking up space and causing needless handling to keep in order?
If not, do, for the love and comfort
of your family. If these things have
real value shut them way for a time,
at least, and they will be enjoyed
again, "absence making the heart grow
fonder."
It is becoming more and more the
custom for housewives to go through
boxes, drawers and closets and give to
and fairs
rummage sales, grab-bag- s
things that have passed their day.
Books, magazines, pictures, china and
ornaments may be passed on to greater
usefulness.
Many little people are made glad by
a bit of finery for the doll or things to
be used In the playhouse, which take
but little thought to place In their
hands. What a gain for repose and
beauty, to say nothing of space, and
time for important duties, if these objects could be eliminated. Simplicity
Is the keynote of the age, and the comfortable home is a restful place.
Emerson says a lady Is serene. Doctors tell us that hurry, like worry, Is
death to good looks and an enemy to
health as well. The people who accomplish the most In the world's work are
those who plan well and serenely accomplish their task.
Did you ever time yourself on a certain piece of work, whether making a
buttonhole or frying doughnuts? If you
have you know the time needed and
will be able to plan your . day. Of
course, there are always the unexpected Interruptions which we cannot plan
on, but it is wise to know the length
of time It takes to accomplish certain
bric-a-bra-

BOYS PUMP THE WELL DRY
Italians Fight With Backs to Long
Line of Precipices Over Which Onslaughts of Enemy Threat-ene'- d
to Hurl Them.
By A. BEAUMONT.

Italians are comparing
Milan.
Count Cadorna's great victory, when
he checked the Austrian drive from
the Trentlno and threw the foe back
headlong, to the Battle of the Marne.
I have Just learned new details of this
action.
The defending army at the moment
the drive began, I am assured, amounted hardly to two divisions (40,000 to
W.000 men). They had to hold the
tnemy In check until a powerful army
Df offense could be concentrated at
heir back.
The ground thus heroically contested was a tortuous line of Alpine peaks,
the chief of which, after the famous
Monte Pasubio, were the summits of
Forni, Alti, Monte Alba, Monte
Monte Pau, Monte Magnaboschl,
Cima Echar and Monte Lisser.
Fought Furiously.
A young officer, who was at Monte
Lisser only a few days ago, gave me
a graphic account of these positions.
The retreating battle had been fought
furiously, almost night and day, for 40
days. The enemy was already gaining
glimpses over the mountain passes of
the smiling plains of Vlcenza below.
The Italian soldiers were fighting
with their backs to a long line of precipices, over which the furious and incessant onslaught of the desperate enemy, whose numbers seemed Inexhaustible, threatened to hurl them.
Suddenly there came a feeling of reblows were being
lief. Sledge-hammdealt to the Austrians on the extreme
right and left wings. The enemy's
attack In the center instantly became
less resolute, and the Italian troops,
who had hitherto been retreating,
found to their Joy that they were
backed by huge lines of Impregnable
defenses, prepared during those 40
days, and masses of troops and artillery were eager to come forward and
take the places of the brave men who
had so long defended the danger-line- .
Hours passed in eager expectation.
The last scene in the preparation was
the arrival of the guns. They were
towed up the mule paths ; dragged up
by sheer work of hand to seemingly
Ammunition
Inaccessible summits.
trains stood thickly behind, waiting to
unload.

Wanted to See a Water Wheel Work
and Left Their Play Clever Work
of Citizen.
Brazil, Ind. Finding that surface
water running into his well had made
the water impure, a citizen of Brazil
started to pump his well dry. After
pumping half an hour in tho hot sun,
he gave up the Job.
Then he made a miniature water
wheel, which he attached to the end
of a trough. After he had attracted
the attention of several boys who
were playing on a vacant lot, he went
to his work. When he returned In the
evening, the boys had pumped the well
dry, to see the wheel go round.

FRANCE HAS NEW

AIR DAREDEVIL

Nov-egn- a,

er

Swarm Up Mountain.

Thousands upon thousands of troops
were swarming up the mountain
slopes. New roads sprang Into existence where none had been before.
Batteries made their appearance where
only eagles had built their nests, and
the last desperate skirmish on Monte
Lemerle and Magnoboschi had scarcely
subsided when hundreds of Italian
guns opened fire with an infernal
. chorus.
Shells flew thick and heavy from the
lines between Monte Pau and Monte
StremeL across the valley of Asiago,
and word, cama that the Austrians
were yielding and falling back.
The Italian infantry Immediately
took up the pursuit. They rushed
down the mountain slopes, raising
their war cry of "Savoy," and occupied
Cesuma and Galllo. Thence they
fcpread along the roads of the entire

Former Cavalryman
Performs
Astonishing Feats of Valor
With Aeroplane.

IS MANY

TIMES DECORATED

Permanently Disabled
,
He Steals Machine and Goes Forth to New

Pronounced

After

Smash-Up-

Deeds of Heroism.

Nungesser, the latest airman to be revealed to us as a prince
among pilots, Is a great, big, heavy
d
fellow,
and cumbersome of
Paris.

fat-face-

build.

lie was a cavalryman In the Second
Hussars when he started his career,
and the war was not a month old before he distinguished himself.
Ills squadron was cut off and surrounded in the retreat from Charlerol.
The troop commander was lying helpless, badly wounded. Nungesser bore
him to shelter. Getting a few strag-ler- s
together, he ambushed a German
staff motor car, killed its occupants,
put his wounded officer inside, and
taking the wheel set off on a wild dash
through the enemy's lines. The car
was a powerful Mors, and the way
Nungesser let her all out and tore
through the whole ranks of Germans
earned for him the epithet of "Dash
to Death."
.
Nungesser was subsequently promoted quartermaster, awarded the
military medal, and permanently appointed army chauffeur.
Takes to Flying.
Nungesser later handed in his resignation and declared that unless he
was put into the flying corps he would
take his place in the trenches. He already had a pilot's ticket, and after
a week or two of training was passed
as good for military aviation.
Between April and August, 1915, he
took part in 53 bombarding expeditions, three of which secured him
fresh mentions In dispatches. Returning from the last, he espied a German
Albatross over Nancy, went for it, despite the handicap of his heavy, slow
machine, insufficiently armed for sin- -

Gen. Sir William It. Blrdwood, commander of the Australian troops who
captured Pozleres from the Germans
after desperate fighting.

gle combat, and shot down the Invader.
This achievement brought him Into
prominence and he was promoted to
the crack chasing corps. Before the
end of the year he had been made
chevalier of the Legion of Honor.
A side slip at Bue, however, when
trying a new type of machine, almost
cost him his life. He was picked up
for dead, with a fractured skull, a
broken Jaw, nearly all his ribs broken,
the muscles of the legs torn away.
Nungesser refused to accept the. doctor's decision that he was permanently
disabled ; he declined to take three
months' on convalescence, If. he ever
wanted to be of any use again and
almost stealing a machine, he soared
aloft, and never came down until he
had accounted for a German aeroplane.
Given His Own Way.
After this he was allowed to have
his own way. He could scarcely talk,
owing to the necessity of binding up
his jaw, his head was swathed in
bandages, he had to be lifted In and
out of his aeroplane, but he was a perfect demon once aloft. He then became a
This was at the end of March and
the beginning of April last. On April
three
25 he engaged, single-handegave
one
and
down
brought
Fokkers,
week
A
mauling.
severe
the others a
later he was swooped down upon by
a flotilla of six Fokkers. He had one
down before they could get his range
almost, and then sailed at full speed
right into the midst of the others.
They were unable to fire, for fear of
hitting one another, whereas he pounded them hard until he had not a shot
left, then by masterly airmanship, he
showed them a clean pair of heels.
They were In such a state that they
did not dare follow him, which was
lucky, for he had not gone a mile or
two before his engine went all to
pieces. Seven balls had gone through
it, and only a couple of cylinders still
had any go in them. He had dropped
to under 3,000 feet, and was limping
lamely as he crawled back over the
German trenches.
The storm of shells missed him all
the same and he made home safely.
One shot had gone through his helmet
and grazed the top of his head, another had carried away the heel of
his slipper, 27 had struck the plane
and done various kinds of damage
without counting those In the engine.
sub-lleutena-

d,

c,

definite pieces of work.

If mistresses had a better

under-

standing of these things there would
be more peace and harmony In the
s'
household, and a maid who had a
washing under way would not
be asked to prepare dinner for invited
guests. It is the Inconsiderate women
who are helping to keep the servant
problem unsolved, and are always looking for a servant.
If one Is not possessed with the precious power of concentration, use an
alarm clock and set It at the time that
dinner is to be started or the bread put
Into or taken out of the oven. It takes
but an Instant to provide this security
and It so relieves the mind that the
whole attention may be put upon whatever work is at hand.
When we learn to keep' our sense of
proportion and know that, however desirable it may be to have the washing
out early, a sweet temper, a calm and
quiet mind, are much more to be desired and vastly more appreciated by
the home folk.
two-week-

Frangipan Cream Pie.
circular pieces of paste
three
Cut
In
diameter, place on bakinches
nine
prick
with fork and bake.
ing sheet,
Put together with Frangipan cream,
cupful of
for which mix two-third
cupful
powdered sugar and
flour, add yolks three eggs and one
whole egg, slightly beaten,
téaspoonful salt and one cupful scalded milk and cook over hot water 15
minutes. Add two tablespoonfuls bitter, two tablespoonfuls macaroons
téaspoon(died and rolled),
s
teaspoonful
ful vanilla and
lemon extract.
ds

one-thir-

one-four-

two-thir-

two-third-

ds
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Democrats Expect
Record Breaking
State Convention,

-

st

.

a

In the coming campaign the men
who select the party's standard
bearers should take a leading

THE UNIVERSITY
,

part in the work necessary to
make Democratic success a

OF NEW MEXICO

For the College year

this year seeking nominations as
"Vindications" of their past
careers, are roundly scored in
the formal call for a state convention of Progressive and Independent voters, just issued by
Col. N. B. Cutting," Progressive
state chairman. The convention
is to open here on August 31, one
day later than the Democratic
state convention, and the wording of the call is a further indication that the Democratic
state
to be supported.
It ask
independent voters
who oh.
ni" an equitable distribution
of he burden of state
taxa

1916-1- 7

Ample time remains to arrange for entrance
Prospective students wishing to
arrange for accommodations, or
desiring information of any kind
regarding attendance may write
telegraph or telephone.
Address

Sfw

The President's office

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

I"
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Believe that the

u

m represented by an organizad

o E

unfettered by oblation
to
special interests,
and shou,d
rule themselves free
from
selfish activity of
unfit bosses who seek
pof
to!) organizations as aides'
to advance their own
b.t,ons and to bring setósh am
about the
nomination to hige
offices as a
vindication

a"

tote

Colors and

Sizss in the
.
famous line
iiicycles. shown in full color in our big new Catalogue just off the press. There
(3.0 others, also, shown at prices ranging from
$11.75, $13.75. $15.75
rider' at a price
possible ouly by our
--

-

AASjh'S

are eiphty-thre- e

SFflO HO PflPSSY

'

j

Tiresand PDY
Sundries at prices so low they will cuttonWi you. Also
.
.. n
.
'
full
nf mir cmat nam tftr
.ii.
u your cnoice
or any
íiAnYí
of
kinds of RANGER'' Bicycles you may select, uuwturv'o
for ONE MONTH'S FREE TRIAL.
mía wuiiucuui une i9uu3((ucij ywuine. jNoone criticises your choice if it s a Kaucer" the
most popular, largest selling Bicycle in the country.
for tJ,ia new Catnloeue of "Rantrer" Bicycles.

1

j'n:it

.

lúA.r

TIRES. LM3PS. Btt-Elh- h
7

la Bicycle j equipment and Sundries

.i

iu

i,
sential tothe welfare
of the s
present and future,
and who
lieve that the
election
and honest men to of able
represent
the state in
.
confess ;
to Properly support
thTg odof
the
state
íame
advancement in national af!

iairs

vention.

f.

aSffl

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

UILDING WITH SERVICE

....

con"

-

checks for you furnish drafts
for sending money away give you your money in any
denomination desired supply you with checks if .you
have an account with us. In short we daily strive to
merft tKe title

Coffins
I have put in a full lirm
nf n,
fins with my general
store.;

c

'L.

And can sel .you Coffiñs
stock witlmut the delay of
order
ing.
Coffins of all
nf, vQ
m-ade-

s

sonable prices.

A. R. Berentz.
Mills,
N. Mex.
X

A bank prospers in such degree as it helps others to
prosper. Our success is due to the character of our
service.We are here to help you in every way consistent with sound banking. Make our bank your financial headquarters.
We cash

M1C

'

im.ni, mi me newest íaeas

particular style suited to your own needs. Boys and young men in all parts of the country are
riding Rangers" and taking orders from their friends. They make a good commission on every
quality" Bicycles at prices below all competitors.
MOTORCYCLE AND AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES. Our big, new Catalogue also gives large
space to these lines at towest prices. Thousands of our "Bicycle" customers of a generation ago
are now buying their Auto" Sundries of us. because they know "Mead" quality and prices are
always right.
WRITE US TODA Y. Do not delay. A postal request at a cost of one c;nt will bring you the
fcig catalogue. DO NOT B UY until you get it and our wonderful new offers and nrices.

L. HEAD CYCLE CO.

'

offices

to partic mto in

as well as the Rennir p.irt nn.1 rnmhinoHnti
refitting your old Bicycle-- all shown fully illustrated, at HALF USUAL PRICES. nfw
Our new
Catalogue is the largest ever issued by any Bicycle concern. Even if you do not need
a
Bicycle now, or Repair Parts, Tires, etc. . for your old Bicycle, you need this Catalogue to tell new
yon
the prices you should pay when you do buy.

RIDER fiGEHTS IVfiHTED

t
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who believe that
of good men to state
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tainty.
G.O.P. Leaders Scored

at Albuquerque

.

.
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Santa Fe, August 12th,. 1916.
The Democratic state conven
tion for the purpose of naming a
state ticket, which will open here
August 30, and for which a for
mal call has been issued by Jud
ge N. B. Laughlin, Democratic
State Chairman, is expected to
be the largest and most enthus
iastic gathering of its kind ever
held in New Mexico. While the
total number of votes to be cast
is limited to 234, under the county apportionment, it has been
decided that a double or even
a larger delegation may be sent
by any county that desires to do
so, and there is promise that' the
Democrats of a number of the
counties will avail themselves of
this privilege. The convention
will be held in Representative
hall at the state capítol, and am
pie accomodations for all dele
gates will be provided.
A convention rate of a fare
and a third will be put into iffect
by the railroads, and the conces
sion will mean a substantial sav
ing to delegates in transportat
ion expense.
the work Deiore the coming
state convention is of supreme
importance to the Democracy o
New Mexico. The demand i
for the strongest possible state
ticket, and consequently fo
wise and deliberate action on the
part of the convention delegates
The state issue this year is clear
cut and distinct. It is not sim
ply one of general political dif
ferences. It is a fight betweer
the Democracy and the Invisible
Government of the Republicar
party; it is a fight for the right
and the futures of the people;
fight against a thoroughly un
scrupulous Republican machine
seeking to put the Democrat
out oí oiftce that the spoils sys
tern of other davs may be re-eablished, and that public monej
may be used for its own ends
and with the object of perpet
uating its control. It is a figh
against all that is obnoxious ir.
New Mexico politics; against in
timidation, and bribery and mis
representation; against graft anc
incompetency in state institut
ions; against unprogressi venes
and the unequal distribution oi
t
iha hnrripn nt imvprnmpnr. T tic
a fight for justice, and honesty
and decency in state affairs.
The Democrats of the state
will go into the campaign this
vear united and harmonious.
. The delegations from the various
counties should enter the con veri
tion on August duth. with one
biff object in view the nomin
ation of men capable of giving
the state and the people the max
imum of service, of inspiring
the voters with the high aims
and purposes of the Democracy,
and of attracting the greatest
possible support 10 ine ticKet.
a

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Cure for ChoJera Morbus
"When our little boy, now
seven
jeapaold.irasababj hrf was cured
of cholera morbus bv
Cohc, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Reine.
dy,, writes Mrs' Sidney
Simbons
Fair Haven, N. Y. "Sin thn
members of my family have used
this
valuable medicine for coIc and
bowel

rh...).....

out-of-to-

'

"

.

The Bank that Accomodates'

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

troujles with good satisfaction znd
I
gladly endorse it as a remedy of exceptionable merit.,' Obtainable'eve- rywnere.

t

Good Measure ot Success.

The making of friends, who are rea)
friends, is the best token we have
a man's success in life. Edward Ever-et-oft
Hale.

.

NEW MEXICO

IN KIDNEY TROUBLE

I wa troubled with what the doctor
laid was Kidney and Bladder trouble and
titer trying several doctors, gave up all
hopes of ever being well again, until a
friend of mine told me about Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-RooBefore I' had finished the
first bottle I got relief; and after taking Western Newspaper Union News 8ervlce.
six bottles was completely restored to
COMINO ICVXNTS.
health. I say to one and all that Swamp-Roo- t
Aug. 23 Republican State Convention
is a wonderful medicine. at Santa Fé.
Very truly yours,
Aug.
6
Fair at Lovlngton.
MUS. MARTILE VANDERBECK.
Aug.
80
Demlcratlo
State Convention
109 Johnson St.
Moberly, Mo.
at Santa Fé.
Personally appeared before me this Aug.
31 Progressive State Convention
4th day of February, 1914, Mrs. Martile
'
at
Santa Fé.
Vanderbeck, who subscribed the above Sept. 7 State Tennis Tournament at
statement and made oath that the same
Roswell.
6
Sept.
is true in substance and in fact.
Fair at Artesia.
Sept.
6
Fair at Dexter.Albuquerque.
O. RULICK O'BRIEN,
Sept. 8
State Fair at
Notary Public.
3
Sept.
Live Stock and Froducts
Will Do For Yon
Prove What Swimp-Roo- t
.Exposition at RoswelL
on
Send ten cents to Dr Kilmer & Co., Oct.
New Mexico Bankers-AssociatiBinghamton, N. Y.. for a sample size botConveutlon at Grand Canon.

STATE NEWS

t.

24-2-

-

14-1-

15-1-

14-1-

18-2-

S--

tle. It will convince anyone.

6

'Aria.

SCOUT WANTED ON CHARGE OF
WHISKY FRAUD..

Stopped Most Terrible Suffering by Getting Her Lydia
E. PinkhamV Vegetable Compound.

Johnson, at Columbus, Confesses
His Real Name Is Hartman, and
a Fugitive From Arkansas.

Guy

Weetern Newspaper Union News Service.

Columbus, ; N. M.Tbe expeditionary scout, known as Guy Johnson,
held here by military authorities, confessed that he is Guy Hartman,
wanted by United States authorities
in Fort Smith, Ark., in connection
with alleged "moonshine" whisky
frauds, according to Capt. Louis J.
Vanschaick, chief of the local army
intelligence bureau. Capt. Vanschaick

will

Denlson, Texks? "After my little
girl was born two years ago I began suf- lililinlUiminililllhh fl ifenng with female

trouble and could
hardly do my work.
I was very nervous
but just kept dragging on until last
summer when I got
where I could not do

.

You
3
Dona Ana County Fair at said that the prisoner admitted that
also receive a booklet of valuable infor- Oct.
Las Cruces.
he' had fled to Mexico while under a
mation, telling about the kidneys and bladder. When writing, be 'sure and mention;
In
Clovis is arranging for a poultry $20,000 bond to appear for trial
t
"this paper. Regular,
and ,tne-- '
willwas
1915,
May,
he
and asserted
'
dollar size bottles for sale at all drug show.
.,
.. ... ;
ing
to Arkansas for trial.
to
return
atores. Adv.
Española is having . a building
Johnson, whom army officers as.v.
boom.
No Objection.
sert has been one of the most valu"Wife "Do you object to ray having
Tucumcarl Is becoming a wool able scouts attached to the American
two hundred dollars a month spending trade center.
expedition in Mexico, told a story of
money ?v Husband "Certainly not, if
.Chautauqua
year of mental torture in which the
ninth'
a
Mountainair's
you find it anywbere.'V-Judg- e.
was a success.
fear of detectives was constantly with
July was .generally a dry month in him. In telling it he revealed, howA wife can be loyal to her husband
ever, that although a fugitive from
New Mexico this year.
and still nag him. occasionally.
justice
in the United States his patThe union men of Albuquerque will
riotism was greater than his fear and
parade there Labor day.
as a result he offered his services to
The Las Vegas paving question was Gen. Pershing.
,
"would
look cool, fresh and attractive
taken into District Court.
Who
At military, headquarters it was anafter a bard game should use the genuine
Contracts have been let for paving nounced that he had made the ..followMUBRAY LANMAN'S the plaza in East Las Vegas.
ing statement:
(The Original, Century-old- )
FÓ
Santa
at
raised
being
are
Funds
"I am Guy Hartrafen and am anxFLORIDA WATER
project.
for the' La Bajada road
ious to waive extradition and go to
Added to the
bath.orapplied
Tucumcarl citizens have subscribed Arkansas for trial. At the time of
afterward, It is
my flight, in May, 1915, I was under a
$10.000 fór a Y. M. C.' A. building.
cooling to t h e
May
heated
skin
.
The dates for the Dona Anna county $20,000 bond to appear for trial
and1915."
'
21,
'
fair have been fixed as Oct.
Then a few
..j.i-- ; ".!!;'.
7.
drops on the
Farmers near ' Carlsbad ;,.are .planhandkerchief 'a J
Is Full,
Fund
Salary
ning to feed stock" the coming season,
orclothlng.aDd
wearer is
Santa F é? Receipts of July taxes
the
r Over iMol atuto licenses have been
surrounded by
been, so large and so promptly
have,
an atmosphere
f State thiá
.

BIDIISÜIFE
SAVED

ADMITS JUMPING BOND

DOfl'T LOSE HOPE

WW"

-

my work. I would
have a chill every
day and hot flashes
and dizzy spells and
my head would al

10-1-

.

fifty-cen-

'
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The Athletic Girl

!

.

a
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gratefully-refreshing-

10-1-

issued-hyJ.hVj3ecretar-

of subdued

clean
smell so pleas
ing to everyone

'
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SOLD BY LEADING DKUG
tilSTS AXI) PERFCMEIiS
Sample iza mttled for llx cent!
la itsmi ' Booklet, "Bntjr od
Health" tent on requut.

LANMAN & KEMP

135 Water

y

'

year.

frairrance-th- at

sweet,

St,

New Tor

,

A total of 1,314 were Confirmed in
Grant countyinen days by Bishop
Schuler. v
It is stated" thWltha Clayton flouring mill, recently destroyed by fire,
may be rebuilt. "';
Delays in shipping machinery for
the saw mills at Alamogordo has postponed opening of work.
West Vaughn, Guadalupe county,
has been incorporated and will hold
an election on Aug. 12.
now. is said to be, enacting
t Gallup
heavily
the role of basis to
rather
prohibition
desert. : .. the Arizona
The Las Vegas Normal University
has sent 320 pounds of canned fruits
to the New Mexico guardsmen.
The county commissioners of Albuquerque ordered the redemption of
$17,500 funding bonds ot Aug. 2, 1897.
Masonic bodies of Raton have purchased .a plot of. ground .73..'by ,142 on
which a Masonic k,temple is to' be
' "'"
erected.
The board of regents of the' Silver
City Normal has decided on the erection of a new science hall at thak institution to cost $20,000.
.
A local option election for the
Guadalupe county district, including
Cuervo, Los Tanos and Hale, has
been called for Aug. 19.
New .Mexico gets $78,737 the first
year for good roads under the apportionment of the $5,000,000 recently
appropriated by Congress.
The Santa Fé Railway Company is
erecting at Carlsbad a new five-staroundhouse, a coal chute and cinder
pit, at a cost of about $43,000.
The second section of the addition
to the State Insane Asylum at La3
Vegas is to be built at a cost of $15,-00Total value of the improvements provided for by the last Legislature is $65,000.
-
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FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved In water for douches atopi
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and aore eyes. Economical.
Ha extraordinary deaniina and sermicidal

ISamnla Free.

50c. all druggiiia,

.

Dower.
or poftMÍd bf

PAUKEIi'3

HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit
Help to eradicate dandruff.

For Reetoriaf Color and
Beauty toGray or Faded Hair,
3
60o. and f 1.00 at Druirtrtita.

-

.'.
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Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
..commence the treatment without delay.

How to v Etch. Glass,
way to. etch glass
to
warn) it carefully ; If heated' toó rapidly it' will crack! Rub'puraffln or beeswax over the warm surface pf the
glass, and then with a blunt instrument .print,, l.he, ..desiredt; wording. To
' state treasurer
some 'fluórspai"teiilclüra fluoride)
hy;
that
the
obtained
píh?eil
in, tttetardiáiíí'atid engalfih contó'
salary
fund
there Js enough in the
sulphujlcacid to;mqi,st,en the
coyer
centrated
iuiy.
payments and to
meet all
powder.
.... Place the glass,' with the
the quarterly payments to be made in
August. A distribution gives the Uni- marked side down, over the níetal dish
versity, of Nefc; Mexico $8,655.37, en- containing the above chemicals and
abling it to open its term with a hand- leave it oyer night. In. the morning
some amount in lts( treasury. To the scrape the paraffin off and the desired 'words will be etched on the
current school fuád was allotted
interest fund, $8,940.73; chari- glass.
$17,-88L5-

A simple

institutions,

table

$5,365.29;

0;

state

Civilization teaches man to lilde his
salary fund,
naturally JUrutlslt, nature.' '
college,
agricultural
school " of mines,. $3,462.43;
military institute, $3,174.25; normal
university, $5,192.94; normal school,
$4,962,68; Spanish. American normal,
$1,096.22; deaf ánd: dümb"asylum,
We are inclined nowadays to "go
.blind .sy.lum, ..$2;596.47; minit too hard;" to overwork, worry,
eat and drink too much, and to
ers' hospital, $1,154.14; insane asy-luj
neglect our rest and sleep. This
$8,655.37.,
...
fills the blood with uric acid. The
kidneys weaken and then It's a siege
Buys. Jones Buffalo Herd.
of backache, dizzy, nervous spells,
rheumatic pains and distressing
Robert McKenzIe
Fort Sumner.
urinary disorders. Don't wait for
has returned from a trip to Clovis
worse
troubles. Strengthen the
.
bought
Jtmes
Buffalo
the
where he
kidneys,
Use Doan's Kidney Pills,
he.rd of buffalo, which he will rplace
in a pasture near here and "allow to
New Mexico Case
increase If they will. The herd comJ. T. Sandoval, 115
Oritz St., Santa Fe,
prises eight bulls, four cátalo and
roads,;, $1,801.37;

$26,-014.1-

$4,-083.8-0;

Going It Top H&rd

$3,-46- .4

m

..,---

,

A

-

some calves.
r
Falrsand Expositions.
Santa. . . FépThe , S tate . Livestock
and Products Exposition at Roswell
,

this year will be-- held from Sept. 1?
to 22; the Lovington fair, August 24,
25 and 26;' Dexter fair, Sept. 15 to
16; Artesia fair, Sept. 14,-1and 16,
and the State , fair "at Albuquerque;
veek of Sept. 25.
5
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go." Mrs. G. 0. LOWERY, 419 W.Monterey Street, Deñisóh, Texas. '
If you are suffering from any form of
female ills, get a bottle of Lydia E.

I

3.

"

I

I

most burst I got where was almost
a walking skeleton and life waa a burden
to me until one day my husband's stepsister told my husband if he did not do
something for me I would not last long
and told him to get your medicine. So he
got Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for me, and after taking the first
three doses I began to improve. I continued its use, and I have never had any
female trouble since. I feel that I owe
my life to yoú and your remedies. They
did for me what doctors could not do
and I will always praise it wherever I

Palma Is Pardoned.
Santa Fé Blas Palma, who had
been: sentenced to the penitentiary
from Mora county April 2 1914, for
one-hal- f
to two
A term of one and
years for an attempt to kill, was completely pardoned and restored to citizenship by Governor McDonald.

N.
Mex... says: VI
suffered terribly from
a dull, heavy pain la
the small of my back

and it was

worse

when I took rnlrt. Tho
trouble came on after
an attack of malaria.
My bladder was In- flamed and the kidney
secretions were discolored and scalded in
passage.
Nothing
helped pie until I used
Doan's Kidney Pills.
I recommend them highly "
Cat Doan'a at Any Slora, 60o a Bes
.

DOAN'S V?

FOSTER-MSLBUR-

N

-

CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

.

a

Ayoid operations. Positlye LiTer A Htomacb remedy

hUdooRmcdCa.,
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

33-19-
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Ellis Abernathy came home
from Dodge City, Kansas, SatReason- -I need a bigger tracurday. He was seriously ill and
Vernie Kenoyer came with him tor. 1220 Emerson, good as
to take care of him. He is gett- new, come and plow with it and
ing better but slowly. Too much see if you want it, will sell on
threshing and roughing it was easy terms or will take half price
the trouble. He is able to ride Jin plowing, or trade for yqung
horses, mules or cattle.
his Motor again.
Office, adv
Enquire at the
Les Alidredge came down
The Roy "Kid Team" went to
from Springer Sunday and spent
Rock Spring Sunday and played
a couple of days here, seeing the
a 7 inning game with a score of
new store start.
12-- 7
in their favor. They are
getting more enthusiasm than
Lawrence Butler and wife rethe regulars usually display.
turned this week from a visit
with frinds at Cimarron. Mr.
Butler is assisting at the repair
department of the Roy Garage Plana and furniture for sale,
again.
see
Mrs. Ethel Harper,
S--

A.

For Sale

C. W. Kepler, of Nara Visa,

Roy,

advT-- 2

N.M.

writes that he has fine pasture
and water for a hundred head of
cattle and will buy or take to
pasture that number. We com
mend him to the cattlemen who
want to sell or find pasture.

J. Baker of Roy is a new
addition to . our list of regular
readers He is living on a rented
claim west of town and is looking for some old land to plant
to wheat he has a hundred acres
but can handle more. Mr.Baker
is a dry farmer who understands

J. Green and wife left

the game and a valued addition
to this community of farmers.
.46 inches of rain was recorded by the U. S. rain guage Monday night and with some cloudy
weather it helped a lot. Grass is
is growing nicely and the prospect for fall crops as well as grass
on the range is better than it
has been this summer.

S.

re-

cently for Dayton, Ohio. They
have been spending the summer
here.
Mrs. Sam Tyler went to
last week. The papers
there have an account of her
being injured and taken to the
Hospital but we learn the injury
was not serious.
Tu-cumc-

ari

A,

Horse Stolen

For Sale! or Trade!

New Royal Sewing Machine;

From the Henery Lumbauch
good as new.
Ranch, La Cueva, Ñ. M. .
cheap;
or
trade
Will sell
A Black Horse 5 years old,
for cart or sadle or both.
branded PL right thigh, white
Geo. D. Miller Roy, N.M; star in face, weight 1,100 lbs. '
Adv.
Reward for information leading to his recovery or his return
Paull Anderson's Threshing
to
machine was at the Brockman
P. J. Laumbach, Roy, N. M.
farm near Mill last Sunday, It
or Henry Laumbach,
manages to make about twenty
La Cueva, N.M.
miles in a week and thresh along
"the way, this Machine and
Bradley's at Mosquero, are the
Vfov
only one we have heard of venturing out this season. To many
miles and to small jobs to make
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Butler
it pay.
returned from Cimmarron Thurs
day.
Dick Pendleton's brother and
Miss Vera Burton leaves for
family left last week for LouisIowa Thurday. Where she will
ville Kentuckey, after a very
visit relatives. V
pleasant summer spent here.
Miss Hattie Renfro is visiting
called
was
Mrs. George Tower
at the Depsw home this week.
Birdseye,Ind.
to her old home at
E. Weisdorfer is building an
last week by the illness of her addition to his house. '
mother. She returned this week
as her mother was convalescing 0. A. Butler left for Canton,
Oklahoma Tuesday.
9-2

Prairb

.

Try Pineapple Juico

for Stomach Trouble

Pineapple Juice is now scientifically
recognized as having: great medicinal
value and when properly combined
the
with pepsin and other ingredients you
mixture is one of the finest things
can use for stomach trouble.
, Let us tell you about the remark
able results that are being obtained
through the use of NATOL PINEAPPLE PEPSIN COMPOUND, which we
sell at 50c and $1.00 per bottle with
a 'positive guarantee of benefit or
money back. All druggists also

The ice cream Social given at
by Mrs.
the Solano school-hous- e
class was a
Mill's Sunday-school

success.

The coupons donated by the
brought$15.00
editor of the S-many thanks to the editor. ,
The money will be Used to help
pay debt on the parsonage.
A.

3

G

Tractor for Sale

MOSQUERO
NEWS NOTES

Farm
Implements

Superior
TV

o

'Drill
ampsoia
Wind Mills

DEEP WELL
PUMPS

tove
Well Casing
Stock Tanks

Safety Flues
TIN SHOP

3
Tuesday was Miss Edith

Eu-ban- ks

birthday, so her many
friends decided to suprise her.
Miss Nannalee Bradley invited
Miss Eubanks to take supper
with her. We all met at . Don
Bradley's and when she retur-

ned she certainly was suprised.
Albert Driskill left Tuesday
for Baldy, .where he expects to
find employment.
Report says, there was a man
in Mosquero last week looking
for a suitable location for a new
store at this' place, he seemed to
think there was a fine opportunity here for the right man.
Mark Woods is on the sick list
this week.
The dance at the new school-hous- e
Friday night was reported
a grand success.
Arthur Hazen left for Baldy
Wednesday.

Quite a number are leaving
this community to seek employment.
Clarence Driskill and wife also
Lyle Bradley have planned to
leave this week.
Mrs. Audrey Terry, of Solano
has been visiting Mrs. Wm.
De-iane-

y.

supper given at
The
Saturthe Bradley school-housday evening, for the benefit of
the Epworth League was well
Ice-crea- m

e,

attended.
A nice sum of money was realiz-

I$ros.

ed.

Don't forget the
per at Mosquero, Saturday
Ice-crea-

m

sup
even-

Miss Jessie Fender has been ing the 12th.
seriously ill at the home of Mr.
Harrison Cox left on his vacaand Mrs. George N. Ames the
trip Tuesday. R. F. Moore
past week with on attack of ap- tion

is carrying the mail during his
pendicitis.
absence.
She is getting better and her
early recovery is hoped by her
George H. Ford brother to Rev
many friends.
Ford, who lives at Mills left with
his family for Topeka, Kansas,
Wcnie Roast
Thursday. They may go on to
The Russel young people gave Illinois to reside.
a "Wenie roast', to a number of
Mrs. E. D. Choate fts a caller
friends at their Laguna-Sec- a
Ranch home Wednesdsy night at the Irvin Ogden home in Roy
they couldn't get wenies so they Thursday. She came with Mrs.
substituted .marshmallows and Conner and Mrs. F. M. Hughes
who were shopping in town.
had a fine time.
G. W. Freeman, of Solano
was in Roy Thursday and bought
Kaiy's Wedding
A wedding was solemnized last a Ford Car at the Brown Garage
Friday, which united the lives and a fine team from Mr. woodof Mr. Reynaldo Montoya and ward.
He is getting ready to live
Miss Katy Katafiasz, both well
known young people living north right on his farm and will be
welcomed to the citizenship of
The groom is of our most prom
ising young men. His bride is Solano.
Prof, and Mrs. Russell accomthe daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Katafiasz and is known panied by Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
as one of the most energetic and Leonhard went on a trip to Ute
efficient lady farmers on the Park this week. They left
Thursday and will return Sunday
mesa.
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"I have made yoa an indefinite offer,
Colonel Destlnnhe said. "One day
I may come with something different

n
IA

RE

and perhaps then you will reconsider
what you have said. No life can be
bound up definitely anywhere, not even
in a desert, Colonel Destinn."
The officer did not answer, appeared
even to have forgotten his guest's existence. Stephen Lowe went out, closing the door softly behind him.
Someone tapped at Colonel Destinn's
"J'
door.- ,
"If yon please, my colonel, yesterday's batch from Oran."
Colonel Destinn lifted his head.
;
"It is well. You will accompany
me, corporal. How many?".
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"Fifty."
"We shall need them."

Destinn read the language with

.
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:

;

:

self-conflden- ce

De-stinn-

thin-voice-

Sidi-bel-Abb- es

-

,

self-betray- al

-

,

:

.

Good evening, my colonel'
She turned her back on him and be-

the rapidity of custom. Before each
recruit he stopped an instant, his hard
eves Dicklnc out the broken refinement
of the prodigal from, the brutality of
fugitive crime. And at each he Jerked
SYNOPSIS.
an Imperative question,
out
j
name?"
"Your
.,.
When Sylvia Omney, a beautiful Eng"Johann Harding, my colonel."
lish girl, returns from a search In Algiers
for her missing brother, her lover, Rich"Profession?"
;
ard Farquhar, finds she has fallen in love y "Doctor."
:
;
.
with Captain Arnaud of the Foreign
Legion. In Captain Sower's room Fari'Sergeant, keep an eye on him. He
quhar gets deliberately drunk, but when will
sham like the devil, or poison you.
young Preston loses all his money to
Lowe, a shady character, Farquhar forces And this man?" "There; was a slight,
Sower to have Preston's I. O. U's re- scarcely perceptible change in the inturned to him. Farquhar Is helped to his
rooms by Gabrielle Smith. Sower demands flection of his voice, a note of somean apology. Refused, he forces Farquhar thing
that might have been surprise
to resign his commission In return for
possession of Farquhar's father's writ- or even more than that uneasiness.
ten confession that he had murdered Sower's father. Gabrielle eaves Farquhar The man whom he confronted! held
from suicide. Farquhar tells his mother "himself with a cool, undisturbed dig
that he la going to find his father If the
; '
u"
latter Is alive. To shield Arnaud, Sylvia's mty;
fiance, he professes to have stolen war
"Richard."
lans and tells the real culprit why he
j
"Have you no surname?";
Id bo. As Richard Nameless he Joins the
'
Foreign Legion and sees Sylvia, now
"No."
"í V:
Mme. Arnaud, meet Colonel Destino.
Destinn glanced at the lieutenant
who, after a hurried gíance.to his note"
;
book; shrugged his, shoulders.
A military officer commits
Richard
himself
4005
"No.
calls
serious offense In his own coun'
Nameless, my colonel."
try and flees to Africa, where
I presume, Your
"A nom de guerre,
he Joins the French Foreign Le'
'
j
last profession?"
gión.
His ability eventually
"Traitor."
puts him in high position.
himself
"You are English?" 1
There he distinguishes
,
by cruelty to his men. How will
"I am nothing.",;
!.',.
the lives of Colonel Destinn and
There was a troubled pause. The
Richard Nameless cross one anman had answered fluently in French,
other?
without hesitation and without insolence. And yet his easy
Jarred in that, atmosphere of cowed
CHAPTER V.
and broken humanity, and was by contrast almost a challenge. The momenColonel Destlni. of the Legion.
tary interest died out of Colonel
A
d
chime from some
eyes, leaving a cold anger.
tower in
announced the
"That fellow is dangerous," he
hour- - four o'clock.
Colonel Destinn looked up. From jerked back over his shoulder, and
where be sat be could see the barrack-yard- , passed on.
Corporal Goetz hesitated an Instant
and, beyond, the great stretch of
ochlr plain rolling to the horizon. A before the man thus summarized, He
little to the right an Arab mosque lift- measured him, and the recruit aned its white minarets against the sky, swered the keen, deliberate gaze with
which hung oppressively oyer the pant- the same steadfastness. A mutual recognition hád been acknowledged; steel
ing, lifeless country.
,
v In the narrow,, meanly furnished had rung against steel.
Then suddenly
fiery
blue eyes focused
room... the atmosphere was stifling.
the recruit's
something
on
beyond, and
vuiuuci ucoiiuu 9 fcut-i- i uicw vaiu iuiu themselves
the thin patch of shadow. Colonel their expression that of a man startDestinn himself smiled, and the thin ed Into an Instant's
lips under the Iron-gra- y
mustache be- caused the corporal to turn sharply.
''"
A' rare vision bad appeared in the
came indescribably ruthless.
"Yes, you ar quite right, Mr. Lowe," dull, colorless square. ' The iron gates
he was saying iu his suave French, "I had been opened, and against the backhave something to sell something ground of the green avenue beyond
quite valuable, in fact. But I do not there stood a woman a slender, beauchoose to sell it to you, that is ail."
tiful woman, such as. but few of the
Stephen Lowe glanced up. His de- lost, 'degraded inhabitants of those
formity was very obvious at that mo- white walls had ever seen. She came
ment He looked old, and physical ex- slowly toward them, the lace sunshade
haustion bad stamped out the last framing the lovely golden head, her
trace of auty from his thin features. soft muslin dress revealing each
"Why not?" he asked.
movement as something exquisitely,
" "Is not that my affair?"
balanced, absolutely free and confident
'
Colonel Destinn brushed a speck of In Its youthful grace and health.
slate-gray
"Colonel Destinn," she said, "I hope
dust from his dolman. His
eyes flashed. He rose, and Lowe bad you are not angry with me. 1 have
come to find my husband."
no choice but to rise ajsp,
.
.

Arnaud left the barracks half an hour
ago, also that you have no business
here and are interfering with my business. The sentry should not have let
you pass.",
"He did not want to," she explained,
"but I toid him that I knew you and
that you would be furious if he refused."
"Whereby, madame, you overstepped
the limits of truth."
"Pardon me, I do know you. But
since I intrude, I will make good my

retreat
.

He picked up his kepi and led the
way down the passage, the corporal
following close beside him, his features
composed in military Indifference.
In the center of the yard a line or
men had been drawn up. Neither the
violent abuse of the sergeant nor the
lieutenant,
comments of , a pale-face-d
much less the uniforms, had been able
to transform them into soldiers. Only
one thing was common to them al- lmisfortune.
It was written in every
hazcard face in every language of de
spair, from reckless defiance to sullen
resentment and stoic resignation.
Colonel

lifted his hand reluctantly but around him with the Aristocratic contempt of his race. Colonel Destinn
instinctively to his kepi.
"I heard that Captain Arnaud's wife remained sightless and indifferent
had arrived," he said roughly. "PerCHAPTER VI.
mit me to Inform you that Captain

's

gan to walk with untroubled dignity
toward the gate. For an instant he
hesitated, then overtook her.
"I have a word to say to the sentry," he said significantly. "I will accompany you. You say you know me.
I have not seen you before."
"That is quite possible; but I have
seen you." They had reached the gate
and she stopped and looked up at him.
"Do you want to know when?"
"I. am Interested, I confess."
"It was about a year ago at nighttime. I was sitting under the trees
in the Cercle des Offlclers, listening to
the band. I remember it was rather
dark, except for the lanterns, and the
faces of the natives had . made me
nervous. Then came a bugle call and
I was really frightenedr I thought It
was an Arab uprising or something;
instead you rode past at the head of
your regiment."
"I remember," he said, his face full
of hard triumph. "It was the night 1
won my wager one hundred and fifty
kilometers In three days."
He was silent a moment driving
bis spurred heel into the sandy gravel.
Then he looked up at her.
"Why did you come to Algiers?" he
said abruptly. "Why, above all, did
you come to
What Is
there for a tourist to see here? Sand
and vineyards, and. then sánd again."
'Twas a tourist 'I came on a mission to find my brother."
"Your brother?"
""He was lost," she said almost In
a whisper. "He had done wrong and
my father is a stern man he ran
away and we were afraid. We followed him to Algiers, and then we lost
trace. We never found him." The
tears bad gathered in her dark eyes.
"Colonel Destinn I do not know why
I tell you this.
It is, silly of me. 1
loved him more than anything else in
the world. You won't understand "
He laughed roughly. , .
"Oh, madame, even I understand"
loss."
- You?
I thought". She stopped
eyes
on his blanched face.
with her
"Oh, colonel, I am so sorry. Somehow
I didn't think of you like
His curt gesture Interrupted her.
"Madame, we have grown too serious. A poet of yours said that loss is
common to the race, I can only hope
that your loss may be mended."
"And yours, colonel," she said softly.
"Mine can never be mended, madame. I am too old. Permit me." He
passed through the gáte with her and
helped her into the waiting carriage.
"Do you know it Is twenty years since
I last spoke to an Englishwoman?"
"And was she as nice as I am?"
"She was á little like you and very
V '
beautiful."
V "You could have expressed yourself
more prettily.
Never mind. By the
way. you do i not speak. - English,
i
,
colonel?"
"No," he 'answered absently, "I do
;' , .
. ; ,
not speak. English."
Coach"I must give you lessons.
man homer Au revoir, colonelP
"Au revoir, madame."
He stood at the salute until be had
lost sight of the small, sweet face under the parasol. A couple of Chasseurs
d'Afrique gave him the careless military greeting of French soldiers as
they swaggered past, but he did not
pee them. A young Arab with a sprig
of jasmine fucked gracefully behind
his ear drew bis burnoose closer
Sidi-bel-Abbe- s?

,

that"

:

Richard Nameless.

'There is no god but one God, The
Lord is great I extol the sanctity of
Allah."

There was silence. The man heeding over the low uneven mound
straightened himself and' listened, his
face turned westward to the red ball
of the sun. Beyond the crumbled cemetery walls a Une of Arabs stood facing the eastern desert, their bands
crossed upon their breasts, silent and
motionless In the awed suspense of
their worship.
The man who called himself Richard
Nameless returned to his task. Gently
and reverently he drew aside the clinging overgrowth and freed a bent and
moldering cross from its burden.
"What is our faith compared to
theirs?" he said with bitter scorn. "We
plant the symbol of our belief over the
bodies of men we called brothers, and
'
then leave both to rot"
Corporal Goetz' lean, , white hand
dropped on to bis knee. He was b taring thoughtfully at the cross in front
of him. In the fading light the letters stood out with a new distinctness.
"Philip Grey No. 8112 Foreign Le;

gion."

"I have seen ten men 'done to death
as you call it," he said quietly. "One
of them lies here. He was a young
Englishman, and I had taken a fancy
to him heaven knows why, for our
races do not love each other nowadays.
There was a forced march a freak of
our good colonel's and he collapsed
out In the desert We left him there
without food or ammunition. You understandI was his friend. Three
days later I got permission to look for
his bones. I found them and a few
rags of his uniform. There are hyenas
on the desert, you know, and they
make short work of things. . Well, I
brought what was left here."
Richard Nameless took a step nearer,
as though to look closer, into the German's scarred features.
"Who are you?" he asked signifi'
cantly.
x
'
"My name Is Goetz von Berllchen-gen,- "
was the mock pompous answer.
"If you knew anything about Goethe,
which, being an Englishman, you don't,
:

. (

you would know that Goetz von

Ber-Uchlng- en

I led
was a
men. It was my birthright. Then one
day I killed justly, as I believe, but
neither accordlrg to the law of my
country nor my caste. And then I
lost, my birthright forever." Richard
Nameless drew a step nearer. The fine
features turned to the fading light In
stern, . Implacable
had
awakened awe and pity and a' vague,
shapeless recollection.
He passed on. Instinctively Richard
Nameless drew himself up to a salute.
robber-knig-

ht

.

self-judgme-

It was answered with grave courtesy.

For a moment the mantle of ruin had
slipped from their shoulders, and man
faced man In honorable recognition of
what had been. . Then the slight, soldierly figure lost itself, among the
shadowy crosses.
; ;
The paths of Corporal Goetz
and Richard will cross very
Do you think
soon, perhaps.
they will quarrel ,over a woman
or that they will help a woman
to keep a guilty secret which
?
they have discovered by
M'r :
,v

i

acci-'dent-

4

,

(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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Spanish Fishing Industry.
The annual production of fish In
Spain amounts, to nearly $20,000,000
yearly in value. There are 586 steam
and 15,191 sailing vessels engaged in
the industry. The annual productioa
of tinned fish is 3,500,000 cases of ten
tins to the case. The páck of Portugal
is about 1,500,000 cases," and that of
France in normal times about 1,000,000
cases. Large quantities of Spanish-packe- d
fish are sent abroad under
French and Italian labels.
-

THE SPANISH AMERICAN.

CONSTRUCTION

OF PERMANENT HAY SHED

suitable than velvet for the hot daya
of August. But this latter fact has1
FOR SEASIDE WEAR nothing
to do with the popularity of
the táffeta hat.
Women of fashion have long ago
PARISIAN DESIGN THAT IS BEAU- thrust aside the Idea of wearing summer things in summer and winter
TIFUL IN EFFECT.
things in winter. Never I think were
expensive furs more in evidence thaa
Of Ivory White Jersey Cloth, With at this moment at midsummer.
ible, chinchilla and skunk all
Embroideries of Soft White Silk
are now worn in the guiso
these
iars
Coat Will Be a Favorite for
of long straight ties, or cape collars of
the Winter.
considerable, size. White fox Is anothmmmmmmm
er favorite summer fur.
My sketch shows one of Redfern's
new models for seaside wear, writes
Idalia de Villlers, Paris correspond- CROCHET RUGS ARE PRETTY
ent of the Boston Globe. In this case
a beautiful quality of ivory white jer- Just the Amount of Material That If
Required to Make a 30 by
sey cloth was used and the embroidOval.
eries were worked entirely in soft
white silks. The smart coat, which
The pretty oval braided Japanese
molded the figure, was finished off with
rugs!
seen everywhere now suggested
a large white linen collar and cuffs to
to
an ingenious girl the idea of using
match.
up
the odds and ends of rags in the
This was a really exquisite suit. In
the best of taste, In accordance with house and crocheting them together
the traditions of the Malson Redfern instead of braiding them. While It
and very new in outline. These shaped may not appeal to one as a summer
coats will be much worn all through fancy work, still it's a good time to get
the winter. They are tight, without one's strips together in balls and plan
being too tight, and the basque Is giv- for long winter evenings.
To make a rug 30 by 40 Inches oval
en a distinct flare at the hem. Red- requires 34 yards of material 30 Inches
wide. It is much prettier to choose
two different colors, white and another
solid color or 17 yards of white and
the rest divided among two or three
harmonizing shades. It must, however, always be remembered that in
rug designing, like bouquet making or
quilt patching, certain rules are infallible. There must be a distinct touch
of dark, black or very dark blue or
brown. Yellow and green set off all
other colors and the prettiest rugs are
divided equally between white and another color or group of colors.
d
To make a white and
strips
rug, for example, tear
of white cheesecloth and blue calico
h
Into
widths.
Begin with a chain eight inches
long, crocheted with a heavy wooden
Er-ml-

40-In- ch

i

BUILDING FOR STORING ALFALFA OR OTHER KINDS OF HAY.
(From tha United States Department oí
Agriculture.)
Drawings for a hay shed which Is
to be part of the permanent farm
equipment have been prepared by the
office of public roads and rural engineering of the department, and working "drawings, with a bill of materials,
may be had upon application to that
office.

The construction o' this shed is such

that it may be built In as many

sec-

has been left clear of braces In order
that the hay may be gotten In and out
without interference. In the drawing
prepared by the department the top
seven feet at the sides are covered, but
If desirable the whole building may be
Inclosed.
Since this hay shed Is to be permanent, It should be located on
ground and In a situation as
convenient to as many fields as possible. The plans call for concrete piers
in order to avoid the rotting of timbers
from contact with the ground. .The
frame is strongly braced and intended
to withstand any ., storm except a
cyclone. As fire Is the chief danger to
a building of this kind, lightning rods
should be Installed. This will lessen
the danger from this source.
The cost of such a structure will
vary, of course, with the situation and
local conditions. With lumber at $30
a thousand, however, it Is estimated
n
that the materials in a
shed, such as that shown in the illustration, 28 feet by 48 feet, should cost
a little more than. $300. A shed of this
size may be expected to hold about 60
tons of hay. Including the cost of labor, the shed should be built complete,
with hay carrier and lightning rods,
well-drain-

tions, each 16 feet long, as are needed
to meet the different requirements of
individual farms. The width Is 28 feet
and the height to the eaves 20 feet,
with a quarter-pitc- h
gable roof. If the
building is more than three sections, or
48 feet long, there should be a hay
door In each end. Each section, it is
calculated, has a capacity of about
20 tons of average hay, the exact
capacity varying, of course, with the
kind of hay and its condition when put
In. With good alfalfa It may be possible to put as much as 25 tons Into
In case the buildeach section.
ing Is used for alfalfa a lean-t- o
for storing baled hay may be built on
one or both sides.
as planned, the shed Is of the maximum width consistent with ease in
mowing away the hay, and the Interior for approximately $450.

three-sectio-

MAKE HAY WHILE SUN SHINES

AVERAGE

Stack May Save
Cover for Half-BuiIt From Being Soaked by Rain
"
Don't Pile High. .

Distance Placed at 6.5 Miles by
of Agriculture Good
Roads Are Needed.

lt

ed

six-mil-

A

r

Y

lt

blue-stripe-

17-ya- rd

one-Inc-

HAUL OF PRODUCTS

Cut the hay when the weather is setThe federal department of agricultled and, you will be certain to "make ture states that the average haul of
hay while the sun shines."
farm products from field to market is
The farmer who is too stingy to pur- 6.5 miles.
chase modern Implements for putting
The importance of good roads needs
little more illustration than this. With
a solid roadbed, a
e
haul is
cheap and easy. With the roads
turned Into mudholes, as they are
In many parts of our land at the
critical season, such a trip Is frightfully expensive and sometimes impossible.
One "Southern paper, fighting for
better roads, publishes a photograph
of a four-mul- e
team hauling a single
bale of cotton 500 pounds and stuck
In the mud less than a mile from the
i
edge of the city. This Is an exception, perhaps, but not a rare one.
Y
There are thousands of cases In which
VA?
it costs more to get wheat from farm
to elevator than to carry It from the
Raking Hay on Karnatz Farm, Near elevator across continents and oceans
Forest, Glen, III.
to the place where it is ground and
baked into bread. Chicago Journal.
np the hay ought to bend his back
over the pitchfork and mop the sweat SPRAY FOR SUCKING INSECTS
from his brow.
stack may Kerosene Emulsion Much Used
A cover for the half-buiforCer.
to
gave it from being soaked
the bottain Pests Made of Hard Soap,
tom by the heavy shower of rain.
Oil and Water.
Ricking the hay, while' it is damp reA spray much used when it Is desults in mold and decay, destroying
sired to destroy sucking insects is the
the value of the hay as a feed.
It pays to shelter the hay beneath a kerosene emulsion. To make this In
good roof In a barn or shed. The hay quantity dissolve a half pound of hard
that would be lost by the weather soap in a gallon of boiling water and
add at once two gallons of oil. Churn
would soon pay for the hay shed.
; Piling the load of hay too high will with violence until it is fully mixed.
turn the wagon over, making .extra When ready to use add ten gallons
Make two loads of water to one of this prepared
work "in reloading.
and save the trouble and labor.

ne

Redfern Coat and Skirt of Ivory White
Jersey Cloth, Embroidered With
White Silks.

crochet needle costing 10 cents or
one of amber which costs 15 cents.
Turn and put in eight stitches at the
end. Repeat at the other end after
crocheting back the eight bches of
chain. Add eight stitches at the ends
with every other row and this will
form the oval. When the first piece
of 17 yards of white is consumed, begin with the blue strip and alternate
the two colors until all the strips are
finished. This produces a graduated
stripe rug.
A girl who has three brothers and
a great many brothers' friends has
made a rug of neckties, cut Into Inch
strips and sewn together in harmonizThis rug is very
ing combinations.
being
of silk, is quite
beautiful and,
valuable. The really loveliest and
most durable ones of all are made ol
woolen materials, but If one buys outright for them It makes it more expensive and it takes a good while to accumulate Just the right colors here
and there.

fern is making coats of this order in
linens, and
fine serge and in pale-huealways with the greatest success.
Redfern, like all our other really
good tailors, is making a number of
plaited skirts accordion plaits, box
plaits, kilted plaits. Indeed, the plait
ed skirt is now an established favor
ite. It will certainly play a leading
role in the world of dress all through
Cutaway coats are coming In to
the winter.
The Parislennes are asking for limited extent.
white costumes, and white costumes
only. Very brilliant colors are being
RIVIERA MODEL
shown by all the leading dressmakers
and tailors, but these are for the for
elgn markets. The really exclusive
Parislennes wear only black, navy blue,
white or gray.
And this is . easily understood.
France is in mourning for her brave
sons. Someone is missing In almost
every home. How then can one ex
pect the Parislennes to appear In gay
d

8

it

colors?

But even for the foreign markets an
Immense number of white costumes
Among
are being made this year.
these white jersey cloth, white linen
and Ivory white crepe de chine take
the lead.
Large black taffeta hats are taking
the position which was held by black
velvet picture hats last autumn. Taf- Straw forms the foundation of thli
fascinating chapeau, which Is borfeta hats look specially well when
dered with satin ribbon and a wreath
worn with a neat linen costume and
of flowers, with a bunch at one sida.
more
is
taffeta
true
that
It is certainly

THE
NOTICE FOU PUBLICATION

for

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
the Interior U.S. Land f
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton New Mexico
July 17, 1916.

'July,

y

Sec. 24 aní
J
sectior
13, Twp. lON.Jlng. 28E. NMP Merid
i an, has filed notice
of intention t

make Three Year Proof, to establisl
claim to the land above described, before P. H, Poster U. S. coriir
Now Mexico on the 12th day' oí
Sept. 1916.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Albert brislri ), 'Raymond E.' DriskiH
"om Hamilton,
'M:irk P. '"Woods,
ctll of Mosquero,. New Mexico. .
Paz Vulverde
'
T
V
5-2
Keistef.'

'

,

Register.

:

8--

Department of he Interior U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

NOTICE FOR. PUBLICATION. ':
t

Office

at Clayton,

.

.

New Mexico

,

NOTICE is Jiereby given

Jerry

July

that'

'

caddell, of Mosquero, Union
County New Mexico, who, on December 12th, 1912,ymadi II. E. No. 015317
:'
for
i.
section 16, Twp 19N.Rñg 29E.
M.

SJ-NW-

i;

SJ-NE-

J;

SW-SVV-

EJ-SW-

7 N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice, of intenr
'

.

tention to make final 'Three Year
proof to establish claim to the land
above described,
before
W. II.
Willcox, U. ,:S. Commissioner at
Roy, New Mexico on the 14th day of
,

Sept. 1916.

.

Claimant names as witnesses
Tom Hamilton
Lee A. West
all of iV'oiquero, New Mexico.

Driskill.
Hubert J. West,
M.

"

8-5-

Paz Valverde
Register

-9-2

,

July

.

.

17, 1916.

,

17, 1916.

Department of the Interior Ui S. Land
Office. at Clayton, New,. Mexico,'.-TPJune '26, 1916.
'
"C" June 22, 1916
Notice is hereby given that', as dir
ected by the Commissioner of, theGen-era- l
Land office, under provisions of
Sec, 2455, R. S., pursuant to the ' application of Joe Brown4 of ' Sabinos?,
New Mexico, Serial .No... 01.7040, we
will offer at public sale, to the highest
bidder, but at not less than $1.50 per
acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the 22nd
day of August 1916, next,. at this office
the following tract of land: NWÍNWJ
Sec. 24, T. 17N. It. 25 E, N. M: P. M.
Paz Valvorde
The eale will not be kept open, but
notice 01
29
8...... 26
Register n ivi r iuenuian, nas iueu'Year--Proo8- 26
Register
.
29..:
intention to make Three
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceasdescribed before F. II Foster 'U. 'S.
ed bidding. The person makirAr the"
Commissioner at Roy, New Mexico
'Notice For Publication
NOTICE POR PUBLICATION
highest bid will be required to immedon the 2 1st day of August 1916,
of Maldito Proof
iately pay to the Receiver the amount
Claimant names as witnesses;
Department
S.
of
U.
Land
the
Interior
Charley D. Cheney,
OralO. Deaton,
thereof.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Robert E. Anderson. Grover C. Till,
Any persons claiming adversely the Department of the Interior Land
.
M-- . ;.
Office-aJuly 17, .1916. all of Mills, New Mexico.'''
above described land are advised to
"
is
Notice
hereby
given
that Benturo
PAZ VALVERDE,
file their'claims, or objections,"' on or
No.tice is'' th.erjby' given that
RoyNew"
county.
of
Sandoval,
Mora
for.
designated
sale.
time
before the
Register
Clare H. Hughes, as applicant Mexico, who, on June 24, 1913. made
PAZ VALVERDE
has filed notice of hiS- intentiou Homestead Entry No. 016624, for Lots
Register.
to make pi 001 of iiis 'tifjhf to en- 1, 2,' 3, 4, Section 4. Twp 19N. Rng.
NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION
Westill sell Mason, s Ice Cream ter, under .Sec. .2382 to 2383 r. s.' 25E. NMP Meridian, has filed notice Department of the Interior,-Ü- S. Land
Office at Clayton,' New Mexico
3. ?nd that of intention tomake Three year Proof
in spite of the Are at the old the Lot 3 in
to'establish - claim
to
the
land
above
,
July 12, 191
said proojwill bo "anade- .before described, before
stand.
..
: 4..
W: H. Willcnx, U.S
at comr. a t Roy, New Mexico on the 12th Notice is hereby given that Joel. E.
'adv... - Fairview Pharmacy.. VV. H. ..Willcox U.v..?-,Com.- '
Bergkvist, of Mocquero, Union g..
N. M. on Sept. 18,.1916 and he day of Sept. 1916.
N. M. who, on Feb. 1st' 1912, made
Claimant names as witnesses:
names as his witnesses in inak
Homes te'ad'A'jyplicatibii' Nd 014351,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Tomas Sandoval,"
' '
Martinez for NEJ &
ing such proof;1'
Section
Fvawft- Aldies 23
Sandoval, ,
RumakJi?:
Dfc
Township
19N.4latfge
28E.
S.
N M .P
Clioate,
Andrew
Ernest
Department of "the Interior.
Mora county New Mex Meridian
Roy,
all'of
.
'
MS
has',;;
"
it s Land 'Office at Clayton. N.
Tronp, Marion Conner, , Fran- ico'.
.
:' ' .'
.
notice of. intention .to make hrc.e
July12-1916'.' '
cis M. Hughes- j- all of Solano,
.
Paz Valverde
Year Proof, to establish cláíñí'to,lthe
Notice is hereby gien that Owen L. Mora County,' íiew- México.
t 7.... 29
8
26
Register land above described, before Jáck P
15 r and ,r of Utfff WoraTXdun ty , New
Paz Valvevde,
...
Mills, U. S. Comr. at Solano, N. M.
,
Mexico, who, on Juoe,4th 1913, made
on the 23rd day of August 1616.
Register,
; v ""', u.,
Homesteád Entry No. 016428, for Sj.
:
P.cjOQvtart
His
names as witnesses : , .
,
Range 26
Noiivonan nod sdixon - Fond Aui;V.T4?ü me, William, did, J, Claimant
D, Beem, ... .
P. M. DriskUl,
M P
E,
you start in well at liarvafd?" Wif"
Department of the Interior
Torn
Hamilton,
John CMcrfeiT,
to make Firmal. Three
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. liam- - "No,. Auntie, I. Váa buffering all oi'Mosquera Ñ.-- '
to"
claim
the
Year Proofo' eskblish
from a alight.,: cold." Harvard Lam
:
'
July 8 1916. poon.
"PAZAtVERDE,
land' above descf ibed; bef bfe V
Notice is hereby given that John F,
F. H. Foster,. VUgVííppmjjjissioner, at
the 23"d day óf Arnett, 4 Roy, Mori County, New
Roy, New MexiQO, ón
'
' '
Mexico, who, on October 29th, 1912.
August 1916:
'
'
as5
made Houiestead Entry, No. 015201
witnesses:
Claimarit names1'
' ' ' B. C. Jordan.. for SEJ,
Sec; 5 and
"Tom J. Tayloií, jr.V Ábsrta'cto
C U.. Stroijo. County Treasurer
GfeSe'CoSkfettr
'27
8
KTownship
20
Sec.
E,
Range
H. C Allen,
. I
John'M. Beard,'
'
has filed
NMP Meridian
V :
all of Roy, New Mexico.
"
'
'
of
to
make
notice
intention
Three
'
"'i-'i'i-.ih't- t
.
. . - '.
u PAZ VALVERDE
claim .to the
to
Year
Proof
establish
:
' .
New
Mexico
Mora,
,
k
'.e
Register.
7 22
land above described," before' F. H.
'
"'A
v .
Foster U. S. Cottihiissioner, at Royj
"
Complete Ihd'éx' to 'All Lands and 'Town.' Property
21
New
on
Mexico
"August
the
of
day
:
Mora County:
NOTICE TO FARMERS
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Let me roll your Discs while you
Claimant names as witnesses:
waitWe will both profit by this a B..FA Emerson,
. ..William Hil
I guarantee satisfaction I have
N. L. Benson,
Modern Machine f oi sharpening Discs WmBpwmari,
New
Roy;
Mexico.
all'of
yourself.
and see for
'
.Come
'
' I solicit your patronage in my line.
PAZ VALVERDE,'
..

R.

5-8-12

General. Blacksmith

,

Striking Simile.
Notice is hereby given that, Luisa
Another striking example of the simMaestas, formerly Luisa Sandoval, of ile which we are going to Include in
Notice is hereby given that Frederi- Roy, Mora County, New Maxico, who, bur forthcoming text-booon. rhetoric
c N. coldiron, of Roy, Mora county
on July 21, 1913, made Homestead En will be this: " ;ile lied like a reliable,
ew' Mexico, "who, on June 11,' 1913,
y serial No. 016710, for SWJ-SEeyewitness.' "Ohio State Journal. "
.
iad Homestead Entry No. 016173, for SJ-SSec. 33 and SE-jSSec. 32
Twp 20N..Rng. 25 E. N M" P MeridMflTTf!"F. TrnP PTnRT.Tr! A Tin-N0N. Rng. 28E. NMP Meridian, has
ian, has filed notice of intention to
filed notice of intention to make Three
make Three year Proof, to establish uepartmenc 01 me lncerior. N. M.
at Clayton,
year Proof, to establish claim' to the claim'to the land above described, bo- - U. S. Land"- Office
'
" July 8 1916
4
land above described, before P.
fore W. II. Willcox U...S.. .Comr. at
U. S; comr? at Roy, New Mex
Notice is hereby given that George '
Roy, New Mexico, on the 12th day of
ico, on the 11th day of Sept. 1916.
V. Anderson, of Mills, Mora County
Sept-191New Mexico, who, on September, 27th
Claimant names as witnesses:
claimant. names as witnesses:
Luis Manzanares 1912 and who on June 6th 1913 made
.
Pat Ledux Frank Aldies,
J, L; Campbell
Rumaldo Lopez, Homestead entry No. 015047, add) No.
W.-Coldiron,
II. S. Hoskins, Tomas Sandoval,
5.
all of Roy, Mora county, New Mexico 016083, for SW Sec. and
fell, of Roy, New Mexico, ,
...
.
section 8 Township 21 N, Range 25 E,
PAZ VALVERDE
:',

'

Public Land Sale

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE F0K PUBLICATION.

:

July 271913.

Register Frank

'

,

Department of The Interior U,S. Land
'
Oillce at Clayton New Mexico

17, 1916.

Notice is hereby given that EufraNotice is hereby given that Victor
sio Büca, of Gallegos, N. M., who, on
ano Arguello, Of Albert, New Mexic
VugustS, 1911, made Homestead En-r.vho, on May 12th, 1911, made Home
Serial No. 013(513, for SJ NEJ, SE
tead Entry Serial, No. 012263, foi N WJ, NEi-SW- i,
Section 9. Twp 17N.
3E1, Section 2, Twp. ION. Rng. 20L
has filed
Meridian,
30E.
Rng
NMP
Sí M P Mtridian, has filed notic
of ii notice of intention to make Five ycai
ention to make Five Year, Proof, t( proof, to establish claim to the land
istablish claim to the land above de- above described, before Juanita G. de
scribed, before W. II. Willcox U. S Gonzales, U.
S, Comr. at Gallegos,
Joror. at Roy, New Mexico, on' the 12 N.
12th
day of Sept. 1916.
M.'on tne
lay of Sept. 1916:
Claimant names as witnesses: ,
'Claimant names as witnesses:
Camilo Chaves,
Hilario Mitchell,
pinion Bel arde. ' SimonK Arguello,
isidro Montoya,
Juan Luis Baca
Mary Belarde,
Thomas E. Mitchell, all of Gallegos, N' M.
ail of Albert, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,

WJ-NW- J

Isolated Tract-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

apartment ef

NWJ-SE-

.

N

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of' the Interior Ü.S. Lar.c
Oiflie at Clayton, New Mexico,
July 26.1016
Notice is hereby given thU Gusta'
Bergklist, of Mosduero, New Mexico
whó, on June 27th, 1912. made II. E
No. 014808,
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"Titles tó "liián'da rú' the 'Mora Grants aire, tibéme
.álráiterMid fitftlánd: we are alb'ípTfebre'd; :i'

:

WE'HAVÉ If'BEOílSm'TE AND INSURÁÑCEiÉPARTMENf
with Promptness knd'Actíuracv
lm
".,
.Your Business Kí spectíully 'Solicited "'i' ' '

THE SPANISH AMERÍCÁÍÍ.

HUGHES
ACCEPTS
A83AIL8 ADMINISTRATION'S

FOR-

EIGN POLICIES AND U. S.
UNPREPAREDNESS.

of th speech was de
vcted to Mexico. Step after etep tak
en by the administration with refer
ence to Mexico was assailed, from the
days of Huerta to the note sent the
de facto government by the State Department June 20 last, part of which
was quoted la the speech.
The seizure of Vera Cruz, the noml
nee said, "was war, of course."
"Later we retired from Vera Cruz,'
he continued, "giving up this noble
One-fourt- h

warfare. Recently the naked truth
was admitted by a cabinet officer. We
FOR V0MAI1 SUFFRAGE are now informed that we did not go
to Vera Cruz to forcé Huerta to sa
lute the flag. We are told that we
Declares for Just Interests of Labor, went there to 'show Mexico that we
were in earnest in our demand that
Conservation
of Natural ReHuerta must go."'
sources and for a National
America, Mr. Hughes continued, has
Budget
no policy of aggression toward Mex
ico, no desire for any part of her terrl
tory,
but wishes her to have peace,
Watern Newspaper Union News Service.
New York, Aug. 1. Charles E. stability and prosperity.
'"Brave Words in Notes."
Hughes outlined in his speech of acceptance the issues upon which he
"The conduct of the administrawill conduct his campaign for the tion has created difficulties we shall
presidency.
have to surmount," he said. "We de
Governors of three states, many mand from Mexico the protection of
United States senators, about 100 the lives and property of our citirepresentatives in Congress, many zens and the security of our border
delegates to the Republican and Pro- from depredations."
Safeguarding American rights abroad
gressive national conventions and
had
not been accomplished by the
chairmen of the state committees of
both parties witnessed the notifica- administration, he said. There had
been "brave words in a series of
tion ceremonies In Carnegie hall.
Senator Warren Harding of Ohio, notes," but "what does it avail to use
who presided at the Chicago conven- some of the strongest words known
tion, presided at this meeting and de- to diplomacy, if ambassadors receive
livered the notification speech. Mr. the impression that the words are
Hughes was the only other speaker. not to be taken seriously?"
The nominee reiterated his declara
His family and friends occupied two
tion
that had this government left no
.
boxes. .
doubt
that it meant to hold Germany
Mr. Hughes was frequently Interto
accountability," there would
"strict
rupted by laughter and applause.
have been no loss of life on the Lusi
After delivering his speech he was tania.
host at a reception to the notification
. Discussing preparedness, Mr. Hughes
committee and the invited guests to said
it was apparent that the United
the notification ceremony.
States was "shockingly unprepared.
Col. Theodore Roosevelt and Mrs.
Fails in Responsibilities.
Roosevelt, were present.
"The administration has failed to
Former President TaftTeiegrapneil
discharge
its responsibilities," Mr.
from Canada that he would be unable
Hughes continued. "Apparently it is
-- to arrive, stating, in his telegram to
James B. Reynolds, secretary of the now seeking to meet political exigennational committee, that he regretted cies by its naval program, But it has
that he could not he 'present at a imposed on the country an incompe"great occasion, to hear a great tent naval administration.
"We demand adequate protection on
speech, an augury of victory."
both
our western and eastern coasts.
Mr. Hughes, in his speech, assailed
the administration for the course it We demand thoroughness and effihas pursued with rel erence to Mexico, ciency in both arms of the service.
maintenance of Ami rican . rights dur- It seems to be plain that our regular
ing the European war, preparedness army is too small. We are too great
and other great questions of the day. a country to require of our citizens
who are engaged in peaceful VocaFor Firm Policy.
tions the sort of military service to
He declared for a new policy of which they are now called.".
"firmness and consistency" toward
Of the present prosperity.
Mr.
Mexico, for "the unflinching mainte- Hughes said: '
are 'living in ;a
'Wi
nance of all American rights on land fool's paradise." It is, he said, a prosand sea" and "for adequate national perity brought about by the abnormal
defense adequate protection on both conditions of war. For the protection
our western and eastern coasts."
of the industries and worklngmen oi
con
plots
and
all
"We denounce
the United States against the compeforany
spiracies in the interest of
tition of "an energized Europe," Mr
eign nation," Mr Hughes said. "Ut- Hughes said it was plain that we must
terly intolerable Is the use of our soil have protective, upbuilding policies
for alien intrigues. Every American Other" measures, too, should "be apmust unreservedly condemn them and plied, he said, notably the upbuilding
support every effort for their suppres- of a merchant marine.
sion."
International Tribunal.
The nominee assailed the adminisTo make peace lasting and effective
tration for its "direction of diplomatic when the present war shall end, Mr.
Intercourse" from the beginning, de- Hughes advocated the ' formation oi
claring that where there should have an international tribunal to dispose
teen conspicuous strength and expert-nes- s of controversies of a justifiable sort,
there hftd been weakness and
backed by the cooperation of the na:
Ha cited Santo Domingo tions to prevent war before peaceful
as an instance where appointments methods of adjustment end.
had gone to "Deserving Democrats"
Mr. Hughes also declared for the
and to the failure to continue Ambas- "conservation of the just interests of
sador Herrick at his post in Paris as labor," for conservation of natural reafter the war had started as "a la- sources and for a national budget.
mentable sacrifice of international re"Our opponents promised economy,
pute."
but they have shown a reckless exFavors Woman's Suffrage.
travagance. It is time we had fiscal
"I Indorse the declaration in the reform."
Mr. Hughes closed with an Indorseplatform in favor of woman's suffrage," Mr. Hughes declared. And he ment of the Republican platform
Added, "Opposition may delay but In adopted by the national convention
my Judgment cannot defeat this move- and a formal acceptance of the nom
Inatlon.
ment. I favor the vote for women."
.

Ceramics.
The Suburbanite.
Blink He thinks ceramics Is a fool"What's the matter with your flnx
ish hobby.
ger, Babbe, that you've got It banBlank Yet I've seen him deep In his daged all the way up?"
cups many and many a time. Town
"They're not bandages. They're
Topics.
strings to remind me of my wife's commissions to bring home tonight."
Just Trying to Boss.
"Sometimes," said Uncle Eben, "a
Nothing is calculated to Jar a pretty
man gits de notion dat he's upllftin' girl like the masculine attentions bede human race when he's only tryin' stowed upon another girl who is
to boss It around."
homelyj .
,

Don't Poison Baby.
YEARS AGO almost every mother thought her child must hare
or laudanum to make it sleep. These drugs will produce
and a FEW DROPS TOO MANY will produce the SLEEP
FROM WHICH THERE 13 NO WAKING.
Many are the children who
have been killed or whose health has been ruined for life by paregoric, laudanum and morphine, each of which is a narcotic product of opium. Druggists
Are prohibited from selling either of the narcotics named to children at all, or
to anybody without labelling them " poison." The definition of " narcotic "
is : "A medicine which relieves pain and produces deep, but which in poison'
Qua doses produces stupor, coma, convulsions and death
The taste and
emell of medicines containing opium are disguised, and sold under the names
of " Drops," Cordials," " Soothing Syrups, eto. You should not permit any
medicine to be given to your children without you or your physician know
of what it is composed. C ASTORIA DOES NOT
CONTAIN NARCOTICS, if it bears the signature
or unas. u. Fletcher.
.
A

FORTY

Genuine Castorla always bears the signature of

J , .y--UcUM
yutfW

A Subtle System.

"What we want to get," said the
editor of the household publication, "is
a good series of articles on how to
manage a husband."
"For what?"
"In order to buy all the fashionable
things we're going to advertise a woman will have to have the husband thoroughly trained."
An Enlister.
you told me you were on
thought
"I
your way to enlist?"
"I am." replied Plodding Pete.. "I'm
tryin' to enlist sympathy for me large
an' unsatisfied appetite."

NEW
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1916 CATALOG of BEST
CAMERAS
Amk Foe

and SUPPLIES
Cmpy

CORRECT DEVELOPING 10c PER ROLL.
CAREFUL PRINTING 3c XO 5c.

THE fllGH QUALITY SEWIRI MACHINE

I

NOT SOLD UNDER ANY OTHER NAME
Write for free booklet "Points to be considered before
purchasing a Sewing Machine." Learn the facts.
THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE C0.,0RANGEJMAS3.

Potato Doughnuts
(Write for Recipe)

retain the' moisture several days. An
excellent wholesome food when made
with the pure

pg

km

y OWDER

Always sure to please.
Try a can today at our risk.

ISC

A Handy Book containing 10

Cook-

ing Lessons and 54 Tested Recipes will
be mailed you FREE if you will send
your name and address to

JAQUES MFG. CO.. CHICAGO

!
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For il orifosf l7or!i üosíorn Canada
Immense crops; wages $3.00 per day and board. Cheap
railway rates from boundary points. Employment bureaus
at Winnipeg, Regina, North Portal, Saskatoon, Fort Frances,
Kingsgate, B. C, Coutts and Calgary, Alberta.

GonocHption
ñücadutcfy üo fJiiiíary JnfcrfQrcnco
No

For all particulars apply to
W. Y. DENNETT, Room

V

"

4, Dee Dldg., Omaha, Nobr.

Canadian Government Agent
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I will offer at Public Said at my farm at Liberty Schoolhpuse, 12 miles
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of Roy, 12 miles
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Sale to commence at 10 o'clock A. M. Sharp, the following described property

to-wi-

t-

MU
old mare mule,
Span 3 and 4 years, and one
old mule colts
Span
3-- yr

all well broken to work.

2-- yr

7

HOR

2 brood mares, 10 yrs. old with colts at side; 1 mare four years old, 1 mare
three and 1 Eight yrs. old.

.i

i:
-

r

9 milch cows with calves, 3 yearling steer calves, 4 yearling Jieigers,
ONE FAT HOG
Bull, 4 yrs. old.
1 white-fac- e

arm Implements

:

M.

i

Header with Binder attachments and 2 header wagons and barges, all
plow,
good as new, Deering corn binder, Deering mower,
Riding cultivator, Go devil, Farm wagon, buggy & single driving harness,
Teamharness,
1

3-di-

sc

Household Goods,

,

.

,

Organ, Dresser, 3 bedsteads, Kitchen stove, Heating Stove and many
other articles not enumerated.
.1

TOn
on sums over $10.00

all sums OVER $10,00, Credit will be given until OCTOBER 1st, 1917, WITHOUT INTEREST,

paid ator before maturity; Purchaser giving approved note bearing 12 percent interest from
of saie if not paid when due. Sums of $10.00 and under Cash; 10 percent Discount for cash
No property to be removed from the premises until settlement is made.

Free Lunch at Noon.

Ufo

Col.

MM

H

A. CANON Owner.

O. WHITR'Auct

THE SPANISH AMERICAN .

LINKS SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY
American business men agree that
applied science and Industry must be
linked together In this country by
stronger bonds than have heretofore
existed if American industry is to meet
'
the new conditions and to take full
advantage of the new opportunity created by the war.
"But that thought is not new,"
said Dr.. Samuel W. Stratton, father,
creator and director of the bureau of
standards, when he was drawn Into a
conversation on the subject. "In fact,
we have been- - getting ready for ten
years for Just such conditions as exist,
and we were doing so without any
thought of war, either."
In other words, for ten years a
large part of the efforts of the bureau
of standards has been directed toward
being helpful to industry and commerce. "For," said Doctor Stratton,
"there Is hardly a branch of Industry
that is not tied up In some way with
considerations of standards "
A native of Litchfield, 111., born July 18, 1861, Doctor Stratton took his
B. S. in mechanical engineering at the University of Illinois in 1884 and
promptly was attached to the teaching staff of that institution, where he remained until 1892, when
of Chicago took him over in the
physics department. He was full professor of that department when he
entered the government service In 1901 as director of the newly created bureau
of standards.
y

Ull no
Detroit Will

a ftf. ..

Garden

Make

.

'

Its Alleys

Spots of

the desert, but the alleys of Detroit, will be made to blossom
DETROIT. Not
morning glory,
also

the
the clematis, even the wild cucumber, if
the plan inaugurated by the home and school gardening committee of the
Twentieth Century club, of which Mrs.
George G. Caron is chairman, receives
I
errots H
after Tf
the hearty
of the home-lovin- g
,s 1
citizens of Detroit.
b
An ordinance has recently been
passed which provides for cleaner alleys, and the gardening committee
wish to make a pleasure of duty, and
stimulate interest in the beautifying,
as well as the cleaning, of the alleys.
So In the fall there, are to be prizes
for the best alleys In various blocks
throughout the city, where the citizens
care to enter the contest. The planting of flowers along the fences, Inside and
out, and the training of vines to hide ugly buildings on the alleys will be part
of the scheme. Phillip Breitmeyer has given $100 In prizes, and a like amount
will be given by the Twentieth Century club.
Any city block where the garden markers wish to organize may have the
service and advice of Leon B. Gardner, who has been secured by the club
to assist the work of forming community gardens. It Is the desire of the club
s,
to stimulate an esthetic interest In beautifying property on the part of
as well as to encourage the children to plant gardens of their own.

y.
1

home-maker-

Queer Things Found in Gotham's Slot Telephones
HAS FUN WITH HIS FACE

"You would be surprised," said the telephone man, "to see the
NEW YORK.
and variety of Junk sorted from the
machine telenlckel-ln-the-sl-

Representative Simeon D. Fess of
Ohio is proud of the fact that he Is, as
he himself declares, "absurdly unprepossessing."
"If I were really a handsome
man," says Fess, "I would not have
half the fun with myself that I now
do."
Whenever he goes anywhere to
lecture, as he does frequently, Fess
likes to sneak off the train and keep
away from reception committees until
the hour of his lecture. The committee Is usually half Incredulous, when it
sees him, about his being the real lecturer, and the way the members exchange disappointed glances with one
another gives Fess much quiet sport.
When he was special lecturer In
history for the University of Chicago,
Fess went to a town In Pennsylvania
to speak one night, and while waiting
for his turn he sat next to a fashion-abl- v
dressed woman, who talked to
him patronizingly about the program for the evening. She asked him if he
knew anything about Fess, and Fess said he knew nothing except that he was
a man of commanding personality. In due course Fess excused himself to take
his place on the platform, and he saw the astonished woman get up and leave
the hall in disgust

phones In New York city every month.

ot

"Last month we hnd two small barrels
of assorted coins, slugs and other
things.
There are various foreign
pfennig
coins, such as German 2
may
pieces. They
be about the size
of a nickel, but they are of considerably less value. On. the other hand, an
occasional gold coin glistens forth
from the dingy pile of Iron and copper.
When one of these comes along it
helps to make up the deficiency, but In
the long run of course we lose.

"Probably you know," continued
the telephone man, "that some rural
districts are equipped with what are known as farmer lines, that' Is a local
service. Farmers are not noted for the great amount of ready, cash they
carry about with them ; furthermore, It Is Incouvenlent for persons in Isolated
districts to be always supplied with change. So arrangement Is made with
some local merchant who acts as a banker. He sells the farmer slugs which
piece. Now it must be that a lot of men
are the size and shape of a five-ceare drifting in from the hick towns every day and fetching along pocketfuls
of these iron slugs, for we are constantly finding them.
"There is another interesting phase about this petty form of dishonesty.
g
town and probably the
Of course you know that New York Is a
habit has its mental effect, especially on the young. It isn't at all likely that
a boy could chew gum all the way from the Bronx to the Battery every day
and even up to lunch time without thinking after a while of something else
to do with the gum. We sometimes find two pennies stuck together with chewing gum and sometimes a wad of gum sandwiched between two pieces of tin.
Then, of course, all the nlckels.ln New York that have holes In them and those
n
phones."
that have been chipped eventually find their way luto
nt

gum-chewin-

pay-statio-

Antiprofanity

MRS. LANSING'S SUCCESS
Washington society, following the
appointment of Robert Lansing as
secretary of state, expressed keen interest In the part his wife would play
In social activity there. Mrs. Lansing
has proved to be one of the ablest
social leaders Washington has seen in
years. She is well equipped for her
duties, which are next to those of
"the first lady of the administration,"
for as Miss Eleanor Foster, daughter
of John W. Foster, secretary of state
under President Harrison, she was
given an early training in Washington's social activities.
Mrs. Lansing is one of the most
''
f ''
striking looking women in administration circles. Although as wife of the
secretary of state she takes precedence
over many older women, her charm of
manner and rare tact have gained
great popularity for her.
of Mr. Lansing's success Is
Much
.
.
i
iL . am
.1 Ll
.IJ oi
:
sne
uis wue. ill.
attriDutea to ine
and
education
and has always followed
extensively,
broad
has
read
received a
"
on
work
international
law
with much interest.
her husband's
given
she
often
has
many
him
Is
said
Important
valuable advice on
It
matters In connection with his duties.
.
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Club

Organized

in

Bucyrus,

Ohio

Several of the most respected citizens of Bucyrus have
they call an "Antiprofanity club," and it is said the membership is constantly increasing. It appears that these gentlemen who have taken
the initiative in the establishment of .
this organization have heretofore been
addicted to the use of violent and picturesque language when things didn't
go along smoothly.
It appears that
formed
was
there was
before this club
Bucyrus
in
rivalry
considerable
ámoug the charter members as to
which one could, under stress, emit the
largest volume of sulphuric language
In a given time without repeating himself. In fact, they were quite proud of
their ability to express themselves in
a lurid and vehement manner. When a Bucyrus citizen began to talk in the
language of a pirate it was not unusual for the neighbors to call their children
In off the street and close the windows.
At last, however, the wives, daughters, sisters and- - sweethearts of these
naughty word jugglers shamed them Into reform. The ladles pointed out to
them the evil influence their profanity was sure to have on the rising generation of the town, and suggested that when a man resorts to profanity to
himself It Is an admission that his education in pure English has been
neglected.
These arguments seemed reasonable, so the gentlemen who had been doing
ground and lefty tumbling as to their use of pyrotechnic language got together
and formed the Antiprofanity club.

BUCYRUS,

O.

ex-pre- ss
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Chateau Hill
o

i

D. R. Carpenter has been

7 miles

1

1

B

of Springer, N. M.. will be in

-

SOON
to attend the Dental needs of
this community.

4 miles S. W. of MILLS, N.

1R CATTLE

M.

on

i

1

9 milch cows, 6 calves and 3 heiffers

5

HORSES

5

yet.

-- Dentist-

W. of ROY,

Sale to Commence at 10 o'clock A. M. The following property-

Sunday morning and is holding
down his claim once more.
We had a fine big rain in this
neighborhood last week. If this
keeps on we will raise something

Dr. H.S. Murdoch,

N."

AUGUST 15th, 1916

car from Nash Oklahoma last

4 work horses and a saddle pony
Chickens, 4 Turkeys, some Pigeons
12 Hogs--15- 0

FARM MACHINERY
Bean Harvester, 2 Cultivators, 2 Plows, Harrow, 2 sets
Mower, Hayrake,Li.Corn planter,
C,1,11r
Uncirte nnrl Snfin ft Wilson.
Worfnti

i

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Furniture, Beds, Stoves Etc.

foot

Woodmanse Impregnated Oil-leBearing Wind Mills and 1 stub
tower which we will close out
at wholesale cost.
Variety Machine Works

Beans, Corn and Hay in the field

ss

8-5--

1

TUESDAY

Harve" Phillips arrived in his

2-8-

1

LUICASZ ZABLOGKITARM

The Wagoner Sunday School
gave an ice cream Social at Rev.
Howell's last Saturday. A large
crowd attended and plenty of ice
cream and cake was served.

We have

1

I will sell at public auction to the highest bidder at the

Rev. Howell preached Sunday
morning at Chateau Hill School
House. He will preach again
the first Sunday in September.
Everyone is invited to attend.

NOTICE:

1

cul-

tivating his bean crop at Ben
Sandlins ttte past week.

Roy

ti

'MM

2)

HOE

ni

ii

Will sell or rent the farm of 320 acres on favorable terms.

12

Call on Floersheim Merc.
for prices on corn, flour, pota

Co,

Terms

Of

25tf.

toes and etc.

C0L.F.0.

Col. F.

Auctioner,

Roy and Mills
Dates at the

S--

A

Remember Floersheim Mercan
tile Co. have opened temporari
ly in the new adobe building.
25tf
Call in and see them.

ADVERTISED LETTERS
Roy , Mora Co. New Mexico'

July

17,

19R

The following isali&t of letters
remaining in the Post Office, at
Roy, New Mexico for more than
fourteen days prior to June 12.
Miss Virginia Wyatt
The above letters will remain
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
days and if uncalled for at the
end of that time, same will be

The rainy season has come-N- ow
for wheat planting Before
planting treat your wheat to a
drink of Formaldehyde. Only
50cts. a pint at Fairview Phar sent to the Division of Dead Letadv. ters, Washington D. 0.
macy.
When calling for above letters
Please say "ADVERTISED."
.

Dr. M. D. Gibbs

Owner

0. White,

Experienced Auctioner
Have him cry your sale.

Cash in hand

Waclaw Zalewski,

WHITE

''CASEY"

Sale

Wm. G. Johnson,
Postmaster, Roy, N. Mex

Civil Service

-

Examination

An examination for clerk will
be held at the postoffice, in this
city on August 26, 1916, to fill
position of assistant postmaster.
Age limit, 18 to 45 years on
the date of the examination.
Married women will not be ad
mitted to the examination. This
prohibition however, does not ap
ply to women who are divorced,
but they are eligible for appoint
ment only as clerk. "
For application blanks and for
full information relative to the
examinations, qualifications, dut
ies, salaries, vacations, promotions, etc., address immediately.
L. HAAS,
Sec'y Bd. Civil Service Examin-eer,

I

s.

Postoffice,
Physician and Surgeon
Tucumcari, N. M.
Ry.
Local Surgeon E P. & S-Write your friends back east
Office, FAIRVIEW PHARMACY that the rain has come Post
Floersheim Merc. Co. have a
cards and pencils at Fairview well selected stock of groceries
25tf
at reasonable prices.
Pharmacy.
,

Rov

New Mex.

The Best Laxative.
To keep the bowels regular the best
laxative' is outdoor exercise. Drink
a full glass of water half an hour be
fore breakfast and eat an abundance
of fruit and vegetables, also establish
a regular habit and be sure that your
bowels move each day. when a med
icine is needed take Chamberlain's
Tablets. They are pleasant to take
and mild and gentla in effect. Obtain
able eyery where.
.

Kodak supplies of all kinds.
Call and see them at the Drug

store.
Liver Trouble,

'I

am bothered with liver trouble
about twice a jear." writes Joe Ding- -

1 nave
man, webster Citv, Iowa.
pains in my side and back and an awful soreness in my stomach. I heard
and tried,
of Chamberlain's Tablets
them. By the time I had used half a
bottle of them I was feeling fine and
had no signs of pain." Obtainable
everywhere.

THE SPANISH AMERICAN.
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WESTERÍI
Co-Operat-

Creameries ; Show
Tremendous Jncrease in
Butter Production.

The Dairy Commissioner, at first
nual convention of Saskatchewan
Dairymen's association, reviewed progress of 1915 which shows a great Increase In the butter production of the
creameries amounting to
1,500,000 lbs. He also said the Improvement In quality Is shown by the
preference accorded Saskatchewan
butter in outside markets. Shipments
out of the province for the year totaled 52 carloads.
According to bulletin Just Issued by
the Manitoba department of agriculture, the dairy Industry had a very
successful year In 1915. There, was an
Increase of over 1,000,000 lbs. of creamery butter produced, as against the
previous year, about 200,000 lbs. Increase in dairy butter and over 25,000
lbs. increase in the cheese output. The
increase of the total value of milk and
milk products was over $427,000. The
production of dairy butter for Manitoba during the year was 4,150,444 lbs.
and it brought an average price of 23c
per lb.; of creamery butter 5,839,607
lbs. were produced which commanded
29c per lb. on the average ; cheese production was 726,725 lbs. which sold at
an average price of 15c the total
value of these three products Is given
as $2,760,698, in addition to which the
milk produced is valued at $925,659
and the cream at $158,827, the average
price of the milk being reckoned at
2.1c per lb. and of sweet cream at 32c
per lb. butter-fat- .
In connection with
the dairy Industry it is interesting to
note that almost the most Important
fodder crop now Is corn, of which the
1915 production amounted to 190,132
tons. The biggest cultivated fodder
crop is timothy which for last season
produced 193,357 tons and the next
most popular crop was brome grass
with 45,815 tons ; of alfalfa and clover
there were produced some 38,000 tons.
The number of cattle In the province
is given as 631,005, which is an Increase of 130,000 over the previous
year.
The fact that the Red Deer, Alberta,
cheese factory is handling four times
as much milk this season as last winter shows the growing Improvement In
the dairy Industry. On Feb. 14, It was
announced the factory had just
shipped two tons of cheese for Calgary
market.
Cardston, Alberta, creamery in 1915
paid its patrons a rate of 271&c per
lb. for butter fat and had a profit remaining over all expenses of $5,584.
The creamery during season distributed among farmers $61,117 and manufactured 256,000 lbs. butter and 13,000
lbs. cheese. Average price realized for
butter was 28 cents.
The development of the dairy industry of Northern Alberta is well indicated by the growth of a prominent
dairy business here, which In 1915 produced 2,525,000 lbs. butter, an increase
of 400,000 lbs. over the previous year.
This product has found a market in all
parts of Canada and this year will enter the export trade. Advertisement.
an-

Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
Get from iiit
grocer. Adv.
.
i. .

FIERCE BATTLE

farther than linuid blue.
V

RAGING Oil

BE

VERDUN FIGHT RENEWED WITH
BOTH GERMANS AND FRENCH
CLAIMING

,

SUCCESSES.

RUSSIANS FORGED BACK
PETROGRAD CLAIMS CAPTURE OP
SIX VILLAGES ALONG THE
SERETH NEAR BRODY.
Western Newspaper Union News Servica.

That's when you use
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than

Po-zier-

won

Po-zier-

n

n

--

Outlaws Driven Into Mountains.
Chihuahua City, Mex.
Govern-

Adv.

A Feminine

'

N,

L(l

tvailA

tnn.

fflftV

erotect where other
Vfcoclnftt fall,

PILLS

:

mi,

V VA

&4

Plllt. 11.09
oka. Blscklal Pills. 14.00
Vm any Injerto , but Cutter's simple sad ftrooiesfc
Ths superiority ol Cuttef product Is due to oer IS
yean oi speclsllrlni In vaccinkS And serums
10-00- 1

pkg.BUCKI82

ta

Only.

INSIST OM
Order direct.

Cimu'l,

Tba Cutter laboratory,

II

unobtainable.

Bartula,

California- -

Three Wordo
To Your Grocer

"New '.Post Toasties"
will bring a package of breakfast flakes with a delicious
new corn flavour flakes that don't mush down when
milk or cream is added, nor are they "chaffy" in the
package like the ordinary kind.

These New Pott Toasties are manufactured by a new
process using quick, intense heat which raises tiny
bubbles over each flake, the distinguishing characteristic. And the new process also brings out a new corn
flavour, never tasted in corn flakes of the past.

''.'.

'

'
.

Try a handful dry they're good this way and the
test will reveal their superior flavour. But they're
usually served with milk or cream.

old-fashion-

,

J

It Ought to Make Him.
"Mrs. Styles I understand you hav
decided to get an automobile?
Mrs. Tyles Yes, that's right.
The Vegetarian.
"I thought you didn't like automoA senior pupil teacher, who was noted
for his dilatory habits and slovenly ap- biles?"
pearance, was one day Instructing his
"I don't."
"Why, tlien, are you getting one?"
class In the art of economy.
"Well, you see, my husband Is such a
"Boys," he said, extending his not
over-clea- n
fingers In the direction of perfect creature, and an automobile
the class "boys, in addition to being wn the only thing I could think of
a total abstainer and nonsmoker, 1 that would make him lose his temper
am a vegetarian. Now, Johnny Brown, occasionally."
tell me, what Is a vegetarian?"
"If you please, sir," answered JohnMore Efficacious. '
ny Brown, glancing toward the extend"In a few days, Mr. 'Grimm, you will
ed fingers, "It must be a man who have no further trouble with my chickdon't use soap!" New York
ens," said Neighbor Yaw. "I am working on an Invention which is calculated
to discourage tliem from scratching.
Ordering Meals by Telephone.
It is an attachment which fastens to
A cafe in Plalnfleld, N. J., has In- the fowl's leg and has a prod projectstalled a unique system for the con- ing out behind. When he or she, as
venience of Its diners. Whether the the case may be, attempts to scratch,
plan will eventually be welcomed by the prod strikes the ground and kicks
the dining public has still to be proved, him or her forward. A few scratches,
but It has the merits of Ingenuity and and he or she kicks himself or herself
novelty. Each table in this enterpris- clear out of the garden."
ing cafe is connected directly with the
"I do not expect to wait for your
kitchen and the head chef by means of chickens to kick themselves out of my
a telephone. The fastidious diner, In- garden," replied Gaunt N. Grimm. "The
stead of trusting the fine points of his next time I catch them in there I'll
order to a mere waiter, tells them di- grab you by the neck, and kick you all
rectly Into the ear of the chef. Thus over this end bf town."
he can have his steak cooked to the
exact turn he likes and get exactly
It's as risky to praise a woman's husthe proper number of drops of season- band to her face as it is to criticize
ing in the sauces.
him.

'

ment troops and Villa forces both
lost heavily in a sharp skirmish in
Regretful Memories.
the hills a few miles north of Ma-piWhat has become of the
Durango, Sunday, according to
steer, that grew the cheaper reports to Gen. Jacinto Trevino.
cuts?
Lieut. Col. Compean and a 'dozen
privates were killed, while the banWhen saying "No" it Is not
casualties were estimated - at
dit
to think long before you speak. eighteen. The outlaws were driven
far into the hills, where they scatConceited , women are seldom
tered in the canons.
snow. All grocers.

rlced.
lreh. telUMeifv'
preierc ed by

II

Egotist.
"I consulted a fortune teller the other day " said the poor but proud young
man, "and she told me I was In love
with a beautiful heiress, but she would
never marry me. It looks like I was
up against it!"
"Oh, not necessarily," rejoined the
fair maid on the other end of the
sofa. "No fortune teller has ever
been authorized to speak for me."

y

CUTTER'S BLACKLE3

-

London. In a successful effort to
straighten out their line between
and Thiepval north of the
Somme, British forces Saturday captured the main German second Hao
system of defenses on a front of 3,000
yards north and west of Pozleres.
The attack, which was made by Australians and troops of the new Kitchener army, resulted also In the taking of several hundred prisoners. German counter attacks against the newly-positions were repulsed with
heavy losses.
Desperate engagements continue In
the Verdun region, notably in the vicinity of the Thiaumont work, says
Sunday's Berlin army headquarters
statement. The Germans have made
progress in Chapitre wood.
On the Somme the battle near
British
is still in; progress.
local attacks near the river and at
Foureaux wood were repulsed.
On the eastern front the Russians
have been driven from the positions
to which they were' still clinging, near
Zareoze on the Stockhod in southern
Volhynia. In the Carpathians the German troops are continuing their successful operations.
The west bank of the river Sereth
near Zalooze and northwest of that
place has been captured by the Russians, the statement adds.
Berlin mentions bitter fighting at
the Thiaumont work and reports the
capture of 468 prisoners during the
German counter attacks in the Fleury
sector.
On the Russian front the most intense fighting is reported as taking
place south of Brody in Galicia. The
Russians crossed, the Sereth river,
captured positions in the region of
and repulsed an
Austro-Germacounter attack against
them. Berlin says Russian detachments which crossed the Sereth near
Patyseye were forced to retreat becounter attacks.
fore Austro-GermaRussian attacks along the Sereth
and Graberka rivers south of Brody
In northern Galicia broke the Teutonic resistance and resulted in the capture by the Russians of six villages
and the entire ridge along which they
are located, according to a war office
announcement at Petrograd. More
than 3,000 prisoners were taken.
Rome reports slight progress on the
Trentino front against the Austrians.
An Italian attack east, of Monfalcone,
Real Forebodings.
on
the Carso plateau, resulted in the
"Do you think it will storm soon?"
capture
of some prisoners.
"I don't think anjthing about It.
I know It will as soon as I get home."
Bmile on wash day.

In,

,1

MACKS

Blew

Post Toasties
for tomorrow's breakfast.

Sold by Grocers everywhere.
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Company,.
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hin by the Board has a yn
athizcr who found a csddls horse

General Merchiandise

and brought it back for $40.00
after the board had cold it for
$20.00 while he was still looking
for it The fact that his horse
was advertised for sale in a

The best crops are raised
from home grown seed
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ROY FEED YARD
General Feed and Wagon Yard
Plenty of GOOD WATER for Teams
Bunk House for TRAVELERS. Wagons Shedded.
DRAY Line in CONNECTION,
TEAM LIVERY.

T. A. SMITH, Proprietor.
Roy, N.M.
In Connection with the

HDL
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior U S Land Department of thn Interior U S Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
August 1,

1916.

NEJ-NWi'Se-

c.

druggist
Claimant names as witnesses.
Claimant names as witnesses
Colic,
Chamberlain's
recommended
Oscar Million,
Walter Ross,
The Gilbert O. Leatb, Luis Manzanares Joseph G. Reed,
.
-- mA nurrhoea Remedy.
Ed
ra A. Read, all
CDOiers
Fitlel Montoya,
two Jose Leon Romero,
within
and
me
relieved
firsl dose
all of Roy, Mora County, New Mexico of Solano, Mora Co. New Mexico.
days I was as well as ever.
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
uiCUJ
druggists recommcnu uu
812-9-- 9
reliable.
Register.
cause they know that It is
Obtainable everywhere;

I could not ttand upright.

A

9-9

M.

N."

August 5, 1916
Notice is hereby given that
Francis M. Hughes as applicant
has filed notice of his intention
to make proof of his right to en
ter, under Sees. 2382 2386 rf the
Lots 1 and 2 in Block 3 and that
said proof will be made before
W. H. Willcox U S Com. at Roy,
N. M. on Sept. 18, 1916 and he
names as his witnesses in mak'
ing such proof.
f
Ernest D. Choate,
Andrew S.
Troup, Marion Conner, Clare
H. Hughes all of Solano, Mora
County, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,

Register.

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior U S Land
Office

at Clayton, N.

M.
11, 1916.

July

Notice is hereby given that Linda E
Mitchell, heir for heirs of of Caroline
Knell, deceased, of Albert, N-who,
on May 17, 1907, made Desert Land
Entry wo.
lor jsf.N Wi, NE
24.
T. 19N. R. 29E. and Lots 1
i, Sec
and 2 Section 19, Twp 19N. Rng 30E.
N M P Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final proof under
the third paragraph Act of March 4th
1915 (33 Stat. 1161-2- )
to establish
claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S. Comr. at
Roy, New Mexico, on the II th day of
Sept. 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses
Victor Martine?,
Archie I. Day,
Albert K. Mitchell, all of Albert, New
Mexico, and Vidal Salazar of David
New Mexico.
doi-uíZ3-

Roy Garage,

NJ-NE-

at Clayton,

Office

3DC

T,ir.

ulo

Notice for Publication
of Making Proof
Department of the Intetior Land

1916,
August 1, 1916.
Frank
' Notice is hereby given that
Notice is hereby given that Samuel
Aldeis, of Roy, Mora County, New T Ford, of Solano, Mora Co. "New
Mexico, who, on June 28, 1913, made Mexico, who, on February 25, 1915,
Pazvaiverae,
H, E. Serial No. 016638, for the SWi-SE- J, made H. E. Serial No. 019416, for the
J,
Register.
Sec. 27.
E1-SSection 20, Twp. 19N. Rng.
34, Tp. 20N. Rnfr 25E. N M P Merid- 27E. K M P Meridian, has filed notice
ian, has filed notice of intention to of intention to make Commution Final
Diarrhoea,
for
Thing
th
Just
make Three Year Proof, t establish Proof to establish claim to the land a
se- a
fir o I had
a
veara
a
.i k. fA
claim to the land above described, be
a which lasted fore W H Willcox, U S Comr. at Roy, bove described, before W H Wijlcox,
diarrhoe
of
attack
veie
U. S. Comr. at Roy, New Mexico on
v writes- W. C. Jones.
Sept,
of
19th
day
the
on
Mexico
New
Over
the 19th day of Sept, 1916.
.
Buford, N. D. I became so weak that

.i,
""

aci

1161-2- )

Resrster.

Goodman

Sec.

Twp 21N. Rnjr 25E.NMP Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
W
to the land above described before
New
H Willcox, V S Oomr. at Hoy,
Mexico on the 6th day of Oct. 1916.
nimant
- names as witnesses
vr
MnflUn. Jos Mana Maestas
Montoy
Alberto Maestas, Alejandro
Mexico
New
county,
H of Mills, Mora
2rf

Stat.

Paz Valverde,

Headquarters
And always feel at home.

It

c

Claimant names as witnesses.
Archie I. Day,
Victor Martinez,
Albert K. Mitchell all of Albert, N.M
and Vidal Salazar of David N M.

Make our Store Your

Ei

Yi

SWl-4se-

-4;

proof, to estab- ish claim to the land above des
cribed, before WH Willcox U S
Comr. at Roy, New Mexico, on
the 11th day of Sept. 1916.
(38

15th, we will pay
$8.00 per ton for
dry bones

01

76

13 and
section 14 Twp 19 N
29 E. N M P Meridian has

W1-2-SE1-

For delivery before August

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior U S Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
August 4th 1916.
Notice ia hereby given that Jesusita
Armijo, of Mills, Mora County, New
Mexico, who on July 21, 1913, made
HRJ-NH E Serial No. 0i6701, for the
NWJ-S-

1-4

401-01-

Rn
filed notice of intention to make
final proof under the third para- a
t
grapat oí .i oí ir
i iarca

We have to offer home grown
seed wheat of unusually
fine quality. Thequan- ity is limited but we are
pricing it very reasonable, and suggest that
orders be placed early

Another man who advertised
an estray cow at the cost of
$2,50 to the Sanitary Board, and
had not only the refund of his
advertising fee refused but also
the entire pasture bill for months, because he could not capy á
dim and obsenre brand correctly
is just now of the opinion that it
is useless to try to abide by laws
and that it were better to let estray stock; perish rather than
try to protect them and return
them to the owner. Especially
when his wife must submit to
curses by a man with authority
from the Board to take the stock
away without compensation and

i,

for
N1-2-SE-

fair chance.

when it is discovered that the
owner has known the animal
was there and left it for months
purposely that it might be cared
for at no cost to him. This animal was not advertised in this
vicinity either and it appears
that it will be useless to protest
against such injustice. If these
charges are not just the Sanitary Board should present their
side of it and get in position
that the people may know what
to expect of them.

Desert Land EntrjNo.

Wool, Hides & Pelts

newspaper at Roswell, that not
a copy of is read here and which
even refuses to Exchange with
the local paper, can hardly be
said to have given the owner a

t Clayton, New Mexico
August 5, 1916

Hctico Is hereby giyea tüafc
Andraw llerton, assignee, of Por-liria Gonzales, oí liatón, H IX
wbo on September 10, 1DQJ mdd

.

WJ-NW-

0ce

'

it

Sec. 20

Ifotice for Publication
Department of the Interior U S LanJ

7,

Paz Valverde,

Register

Pineapple Juice Is
Fine for Stomach
Our customers say NATOk PINEAPPLE PEPSIN COMPOUND made
from Juice
of fresh pineapples,
pure seale pepsin and other scientifically recognized ingredients, is the
finest thin? they have ever used for
stomach trouble.
We sell 60c and
$1.00 bottles with a money back guarantee, but those who try it say they
would not exchange the benefits derived for ten times the cost. See
what it will do for you. All druggists also

